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1. Introduction
This report has been prepared to report on the findings of the project P1‐007: How
Automated Vehicles will Interact with Road Infrastructure Now and in the Future, funded by
iMOVE CRC and supported by the Cooperative Research Centres program, an Australian
Government initiative. The overarching aim of this project was to investigate the likely
interaction of autonomous vehicle sensing and artificial intelligence technology with
Australian road infrastructure, in order to identify what changes if any are likely to be
required.
More specifically, the project set out to answer the following four questions:
1. How well can state‐of‐the‐art computer vision and deep learning algorithms
retrospectively account for correct human‐level driving behaviour and decisions with
respect to recognizing and obeying road signage and road surface markings, and how
and in what situations do they fail to do so (this question was modified based on the
initial literature review conducted, with more information in the below)?
2. How will existing built and signed infrastructure affect the accurate (automation
enabling to a few centimetres precision) positioning capability of an automated
vehicle?
3. What types of infrastructure improvements could address shortcomings identified in
this study?
4. How will the answer to the above three questions change depending on the
technology solution deployed on the automated vehicle, with a primary focus on the
spectrum of possible range‐based (laser, radar) solutions versus primary vision‐based
(MobilEye® for example) solutions?
These four questions were informed by initial discussions with government, industry and QUT
researchers, as well as by the results of an initial literature review conducted in the early
stages of the project, which resulted in a modification of the first question. The focus of the
project was further refined as initial performance results were obtained, with a move to a
particular focus on the generation of and use of prior maps.
To answer these questions, the QUT Research Engineering Facility team modified a Renault
Zoe car by adding a range of camera, LIDAR (LIght Detection And Ranging) and GPS (Global
Positioning System) sensors, as well as two on‐board data logging computers, additional
battery power and cabling. This research car (referred to as Zoe 1 from this point onwards)
was then taken on a series of data collection runs around south‐east Queensland, totalling
over 1200 km in length. Routes were planned in consultation with the Queensland
Department of Transport and Main Roads, and canvassed a wide range of weather (sunny,
overcast, rain), lighting (day, night), traffic (light to heavy), road type (urban, suburban,
highway, rural) conditions. The chosen routes also partially overlapped with other studies,
enabling some comparison to be performed. In total, approximately 20 TB (Terabytes) of raw
sensor data was collected.
To process this data, the QUT research team developed a range of software processes to
perform four key competencies: line marker detection and classification, street sign detection
and recognition, traffic light detection and recognition and positioning (also known as
localization, both the terms have been used interchangeably in rest of the document). While
all the four competencies were demonstrated using cameras, positioning was also performed
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using LIDAR (more details in Section 5.5). To provide results that are as up to date and relevant
to what companies are developing overseas, the QUT research team make extensive use of
recent state‐of‐the‐art open source software packages. Software and algorithm choices were
based on a range of criteria, namely overall level of performance, relevance to the types of
approaches likely being deployed by the leading organisations working in this space, and
ability to tune (through learning and general technical tweaking) these algorithms for
Australian road environments. In particular, for all the camera‐based competency
demonstrations, deep‐learnt CNNs were employed which have been demonstrated to be
state‐of‐the‐art in the respective competency or closely match to it. Similarly, the sensor suite
used for this study is very similar to that used in the autonomous cars of the day, for example,
Lyft uses multiple cameras and LIDARs on their Level 5 vehicle along with HD spatial semantic
maps [1].

1.1. Key Points Arising From Literature Review
A comprehensive literature review was performed as part of this project, which covered
relevant past and ongoing research and investigation into this topic area, in order to refine
and focus the initial research questions, to increase their relevance and minimize overlap with
existing initiatives, and to maximize the benefits of the project's outcomes to Australian
society.
The review summarises 9 projects with a significant study component that focus on
interactions with static infrastructure. It also covers state of the art research in the key
competency areas of interest for this project: camera‐based localisation, lane detection, and
traffic sign recognition. The review also covered other public projects categorized by
geographical region, disengagement reports provided by several autonomous vehicle
companies, some of which were caused by infrastructure issues.
The key findings from the literature review were as follows:
•

•
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Few studies have access to up to date state of the art vehicles or sensing
technology that is commensurate with what leading companies are currently
developing and testing, and even further behind likely near term future
technology. Observations from these trials provide a good snapshot of current
capability but are unlikely to retain relevance for very long due to the rapidly
accelerating rate of technology (both hardware and software) development. This
finding prompted the adoption and refinement of the best new state‐of‐the‐art
techniques that were publicly accessible in this study.
The majority of studies (both public and research) are passive studies involving
analysing how algorithms or software perform various tasks while a car is driven
(or operated in limited autonomy mode) through the environment. Closed‐loop
studies are limited, and even when cars are autonomous, during a failure, due to
safety concerns, the cars are taken off autonomous control promptly, limiting
observability of the failure. Although this study was performed using a non‐
autonomous vehicle, the line marker detection study was evaluated in a
framework that compared the desired steering angle with the steering angle
proposed by the line marking detection system, with analysis continuing through
failure points.
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•

•

•

•

There is a fundamental discrepancy between public trials and research studies:
public trials often have access to proprietary sensors but usually have almost no
refinement or modification of the systems, using them purely in “off the shelf”
mode. Research studies tend to involve significant refinement and iteration of the
sensors, compute hardware and research algorithms, which tends to at least
partially rectify many of the issues observed in the public trials.
There is a lack of “HD” maps available for Australian road conditions: therefore
most evaluations have involved “open‐loop” approaches: that is techniques which
do not exploit prior location‐specific information about the environment. This
shortcoming was addressed in this study by the generation and usage of prior
maps to improve performance, and became a major focus of the work.
The literature review also revealed that localization topic remains an under‐
investigated area with respect to the public trials (as opposed to fundamental
research).
The sparsity of focus on all environmental conditions and rural areas also justified
the current significant rural and adverse conditions testing components of our
study methodology.

1.2. Key Points of Differentiation to Previous Studies in Australia
The approach taken in this project differentiates to some extent from most other prior work
performed in Australia, and to a lesser extent overseas, in two key regards.
1.2.1. Refinement
The first differentiation is in the project’s active development of available software processes
to suit Australian roads and conditions. The majority of previous studies have taken
commercially available “off‐the‐shelf” technology and evaluated the performance of these
vehicles, usually without any access to the inner workings of the technology used. These other
studies have consequently resulted in a good snapshot of the capabilities of autonomous
vehicle technology that is currently available in Australia, but which is unlikely to represent
the current capabilities of what major companies overseas are developing behind closed
doors. Because much of this technology has been developed overseas, primarily in areas of
the United States like California, it has not been tuned and adapted to suit the unique
conditions and challenges faced on Australian roads, such as signage. Finally, because of the
rapid pace of technology development in sensing and in the artificial intelligence software
that is used to run autonomous vehicles, a snapshot of their current capability is unlikely to
provide a good prediction of what they will and won’t be able to do in the near future.
To mitigate these issues, we have embedded world class researchers in autonomous vehicle
technology into the QUT research team carrying out this study, who are both developing and
aware of recent developments in the research field. This team has used their expertise in the
field not only to choose the most appropriate available sensors and software to evaluate the
project’s questions, but also to refine and improve the artificial intelligence technology to
Australian conditions and infrastructure. This process has ensured that the results and
insights from this project are more likely to represent fundamental problems or issues with
how autonomous vehicle technology will interact with Australian road infrastructure, rather
than short‐term problems caused simply by the current off‐the‐shelf technology not being
highly optimized for operation on Australian roads.
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1.2.2. Use of Prior Maps
Autonomous driving is an incredibly difficult challenge and most companies are using every
possible advantage they can obtain to make the problem tractable. A key pillar of the vast
majority of approaches (with a few notable exceptions such as Tesla which has a “mapless”
approach) is the use of prior maps of the environment, obtained by the company’s car fleet
themselves or from third party map providers. Prior maps provide a wealth of helpful
information for a car travelling on a road, such as what signs or traffic lights are to be expected
in the area, even if those signs or traffic lights are not currently detectable by the car due to
obscuration, weather or lighting conditions. Any evaluation of what current and future
autonomous vehicle technology is capable of doing should therefore consider the use of prior
maps. In this project, we have investigated both approaches – mapless and using prior maps.

1.3. Scope
Autonomous vehicle development is extremely capital intensive, with estimates of 80 billion
US dollars of investment to date [2]. A project of this scope cannot compete directly with that
resourcing, so we have tactically chosen select areas to perform deep investigations, where
the findings should reasonably extrapolate to other areas that we cannot cover in as much
detail. Where we have not been able to investigate with the breadth or depth that a major
commercial company can, we have provided guidance on the extent to which the results and
findings we report would likely change were they to be investigated in more depth.
Limitations:
•

•

•

•
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We used state‐of‐the‐art open‐source algorithms with refinement for
demonstrating each of the competencies on the collected data. These algorithms
cannot directly compete with the commercial products like MobilEye or currently
existing autonomous vehicles, which have been extensively refined and matured,
backed by significant (billion dollar range) investment. However, the study
provides insights into fundamental issues faced in autonomous driving with
respect to these different competencies – which may not trivially differ on the
basis of choice of algorithms.
The scope of demonstrating the use of prior map is limited to 30 kms of the total
travelled route, due to the resource‐intensiveness required to create and annotate
maps – which in of itself is another finding of this project. However, the study
indicates that the observed outcomes and limitations should extrapolate
reasonably well to larger datasets.
For lane detection, we only exclude those sections of the route where the vehicle
was turning at intersections or going through turning angles greater than 30
degrees. This led to an exclusion of only 60 kms of the total data. The study focuses
on the fundamental challenges of detecting roughly straight‐oriented lanes (a
relatively less complex problem than the more general lane detection problem)
using only cameras.
The choice or refinement of algorithms used in this study was not based on the
computational complexity. Therefore, real‐time performance was not achieved for
some of the demonstrated competencies in their current form. Using GPU,
camera‐based localization takes 50ms per frame whereas traffic light takes
1100ms. The base method for lane detection takes only 10ms per frame on GPU
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but its refinement performed on CPU takes additional 600ms per frame. In a
practical scenario, code optimization and parallelization (beyond the scope of this
particular study) would likely lead to real‐time performance, especially using
newly available compute hardware architectures commensurate with what is
deployed on modern autonomous vehicle platforms.
The study did not investigate the fusion of LIDAR and camera for any of the
competencies. However, on a case by case basis, it is highlighted what
fundamental issues may or may not be solved with the added use of LIDAR to
camera‐based outcomes.

1.4. Report Structure Overview
The remainder of this report is structured as follows:
Section 2 ‐ Terminology: An overview of the various terms and acronyms used throughout
the report.
Section 3 ‐ Routes Traversed: A description of the routes traversed to obtain the data used in
this project.
Section 4 ‐ Dataset Acquisition Process: Details on the sensor suite and data acquisition
process.
Section 5 ‐ What the Sensors See and Collect: Details on what the various sensors perceive.
Section 6‐ Dataset Preparation: Description of the dataset pre‐processing steps including
both manual and semi‐automatic labelling and annotation.
Section 7 ‐ Traffic Sign Detection and Recognition: Processing pipeline and quantitative
results for detecting and recognizing traffic signs, including a breakdown by road category,
day/night conditions and traffic type, and qualitative examples.
Section 8 ‐ Traffic Light Detection: Processing pipeline and quantitative results for detecting
traffic lights, including a breakdown by road category, day/night conditions and traffic type,
and qualitative examples.
Section 9 ‐ Use of Prior Maps for Detecting Signs and Traffic Lights: Processing pipeline and
results for developing and utilizing prior maps of the environment to improve traffic sign and
traffic light detection.
Section 10 ‐ Line Marking Detection and Classification: Processing pipeline and quantitative
results for detecting lane markings, including a breakdown by road category, day/night
conditions and traffic type, and qualitative examples.
Section 11 ‐ Camera‐based Positioning: Processing pipeline and quantitative results for
detecting camera‐based positioning, and qualitative examples.
Section 12 ‐ LIDAR‐based Positioning: Processing pipeline and quantitative results for
detecting LIDAR‐based positioning, and qualitative examples.
Section 13 ‐ Comparison to Contemporary Study AP‐R606‐19: Discussion of the results in the
context of the findings of contemporary study AP‐R606‐19.
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Section 14 ‐ General Commentary and Infrastructure Recommendations: Revisits the
original questions and provides discussion given the findings of the project, as well as
additional commentary and suggestions for significant future work addressing key issues.
Section 15 ‐ Dataset Sharing: Details on how a potential public dataset sharing process could
operate.
Section 16 ‐ References: Publication references used in the report.
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2. Terminology
● Autonomous Driving: A vehicle or robot operating with minimal or no human control.
Levels of autonomous driving are used to describe different autonomous driving
capability levels.
● Automation Level: a widely used but somewhat loose set of descriptions for
autonomous driving at various capability levels, ranging from 0 to 5. Most of the key
players in this field are aiming for at least level 4 automation, which is the threshold
at which the driver is not required to pay attention and can theoretically sleep for
example [3]. Note that “highly geo‐restricted level 4 automation” (e.g. within a
pedestrian‐free local area) is technically far easier than “unrestricted level 4
automation”.
● AV: Short for Autonomous Vehicle
● Classification: Classification takes an image, or region of an image, and attempts to
identify what is in that image from a list of known “classes” of thing. For example, if
provided an image of a sign, a classification system might try to identify (classify)
whether that sign is a Stop sign or a Pedestrian Crossing sign.
● CNN: Convolutional Neural Network, a type of neural network architecture used
heavily in deep learning‐based approaches and underpinning many modern
approaches to sensor processing tasks.
● Cosine Distance: A commonly used metric for determining how similar or different
two vectors are: often used to determine how similar two arrays of data are. A small
cosine distance indicates a good match, while a large cosine distance (maximum of 1)
indicates a poor match.
● CPU: Central processing unit, the core computational unit in most computers.
● Deep Learning: a relatively modern approach to machine learning (sometimes
referred to as Artificial Intelligence) that trains very large neural networks to perform
a task, usually with large quantities of labelled data and using significant computer
resources.
● Detection: Detection is the task of identifying in an image the potential existence of
an object or thing of interest, without necessarily identifying what type or subtype of
thing it is. For example, detecting a street sign would involve flagging that an image
likely contains a sign, and highlighting in which part of the image that potential sign is
located, without necessarily identifying what type of sign it is (see Classification).
● Ego‐lane: the lane in which the vehicle is currently travelling.
● Euclidean distance: the straight line distance between two points in space.
● GPS: Global Positioning System, calculating position estimates of the vehicle from
satellite networks. For this report, GPS is purely used for data evaluation, not for
providing the localization / positioning competency performance.
● GPU: Graphical Processing Unit, a graphics card hardware component specialized for
performing high throughput parallel calculations, often used as a key part of training
and deploying computer vision and deep learning‐based techniques.
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● Ground truth: the “oracle” for a dataset that enables performance of a particular
algorithm to be assessed: for example, the ground truth for an image, with respect to
a sign detection competency, is a list of what signs are actually located in that
particular image. For positioning, the ground truth for an image is the actual
coordinate in the world of where that image was acquired.
● HPC: High Performance Computing, a cluster of computer CPUs and GPUs (graphics
cards) for processing large datasets
● IMU: Inertial Measurement Unit, a device that detects linear acceleration and
rotational rate, typically used in conjunction with other sensing modalities to improve
tasks like positioning. Simple integration of accelerations over time does not yield
accurate estimates of position because tiny errors accumulate rapidly.
● INS: Inertial Navigation System, used to calculate and update an estimate of position
based on motions and rotation sensors.
● Iterative Closest Point (ICP): a matching process that attempts to align two point
clouds by iteratively estimating a transformation between the two point clouds and
removing outlying points.
● Labelled data: data that has been manually (by a human) or automatically annotated
with relevant information. Relates to the ground truth term.
● LIDAR: LIght Detection And Ranging: a range‐to‐object sensor typically estimating the
range to objects around the car to accuracies of 1 centimetre or better up to 100
metres or more from the sensor.
● Localization / Positioning: in this context, the task of a car using information from its
sensors and a map of the environment to calculate as accurately as possible where
the car is located within that map.
● Map / Mapped / pre‐mapped: In the context of this report, a mapped route is one
that the car has already driven and collected sensor data for, which has then been
organized into a coherent map database of the route, with labelled information such
as sign locations and types. Most self‐driving car companies are assuming that these
maps exist and that they will be heavily exploited by the car e.g. to look for signs they
already know “should be” at certain locations in the environment.
● Multipath: a propagation phenomenon that results in radio signals emitted by
satellites reaching the receiving antenna by two or more paths caused by reflection
from terrestrial objects, buildings, and water bodies. This phenomenon can cause
errors in GPS location readings.
● Pixel / Pixel‐Level: Some recognition techniques attempt to classify what each
individual pixel unit corresponds to (for example a smartphone with a 12 Megapixel
camera takes images that measure approximately 4000 pixels by 3000 pixels). This
contrasts with a frame‐based approach which simply logs whether an object is present
somewhere in a particular image but does not locate the object within the image.
● Place Recognition: Comparing the current sensory input from a robot or vehicle’s
sensors to previously obtained data from an environment in order to try and recognize
which location or place the robot or vehicle is located at.
P1‐007
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● Point Cloud: A map representation that encodes the layout of the environment in
three dimensions with a cloud of points (with points often but not always
corresponding to specific range scans from a range sensor such as a LIDAR). Point
clouds can then be processed to extract planar surfaces (such as a road or wall) and
recognize objects.
● ROS: Robot Operating System, a widely used middleware for robotic systems that
simplifies much of the low level complexity of programming and operating robotic
systems (but not actually an operating system in of itself).
● Semantics / Affordances: In this context, semantics typically refers to the meaning
and utility of objects or areas of an image. For example, a road is a type of surface,
and an associated semantic or affordance property might be that the road is drivable.
● Segmentation: Any technique that attempts to divide up an image into regions that
share some similarity in terms of appearance or the function or identify of the thing
within the region.
● Stereo Pair: when two images are positioned to view largely the same scene and are
synchronized to take photos at exactly the same time, they produce images that can
be described as stereo pairs. Stereo pairs can be used for a range of tasks including
estimating the range to objects in the scene through stereo computer vision‐based
techniques (broadly analogous to the depth perception human eyes provide).
● Traverse: Describes the process of driving along a road or route. For autonomous
vehicle systems that use a prior map of the environment, multiple traverses of a road
are required, one to obtain the map of the environment and then subsequent ones
during deployment and testing of the system.
● Visual Place Recognition: Related to localization, the place recognition process
involves comparing the current image from the car’s camera to a database of images
from a previous traverse (map) of the environment, and calculating where the current
image matches to (if any) within that map.
● VLP‐32C: a range sensor that provides a 360 degree coverage (horizontal) over 32
scans spread over a vertical field of view of 40 degrees, to a range of up to 200 metres.
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3. Routes Traversed
This section provides a summary of the routes along which data was gathered, including
details on the route length, classification (urban, rural), whether the route has multiple passes
(enabling the exploitation of prior route information), and weather conditions.
Dataset

Total
Kilometres

Urban Loop Rail 15
Crossings Small
Repeat
Urban Loop Rail 15
Crossings Small
Repeat 21
Urban Loop Rail 96
Crossings
Kilcoy

160

Kilcoy Night

202

Fassifern

238

Fassifern Repeat

130

City Loop

37

City Loop Night

38

Mt Cootha 1

6

Mt Cootha 2

6

Mt Cootha 3

37

Stanmore

230

Shailer Park

76

Total

1286

Route Attributes

Weather
Attributes

Reference
Route

Main and Other Road, Day, Cloudy
Light Traffic

Number of Number of
Left Images Point
Clouds
Urban Loop 6877
11433
Rail Crossings

Main and Other Road, Day, Sunny
Light and Heavy Traffic

Urban Loop 5378
Rail Crossings

14599

All 4 Road Types, Light Day,
Sunny
and Heavy Traffic
with
some
Cloud
All 4 Road Types, Light Day,
Sunny
Traffic
with
some
Cloud
All 4 Road Types, Light Night, Clear
Traffic
Sky
All 4 Road Types, Light Day, Sunny
Traffic
All 4 Road Types, Light Day, Sunny
Traffic
Major Highway, Main Day,
Cloud
and Other Roads, Light with
some
and Heavy Traffic
Rain
Major Highway, Main Night, Cloud
and Other Roads, Light with
some
and Heavy Traffic
Rain
Other Road, Light Day, Cloudy
Traffic
Other Road, Light Day, Cloudy
Traffic
Main and Other Road, Day, Cloudy
Light and Heavy Traffic
All 4 Road Types, Light Day, Cloudy
Traffic
and Some Rain
Major Highway and Day, Cloudy
Other Road, Light with some Sun
Traffic

N/A

37746

62835

N/A

41672

69370

Kilcoy

52877

88057

N/A

63650

105971

Fassifern

34497

57448

N/A

23749

39550

City Loop

26445

44038

N/A

3937

6535

Mt Cootha 1

2998

4994

N/A

8196

13626

N/A

71230

N/A

N/A

29954

N/A

409206

518456

Table 1 – Route descriptions for the entire dataset.
3.1.1. Route Attributes
Road and weather attributes were manually provided for each route or dataset, in discrete
five minute segments of data.

1

The Urban Loop Rail Crossings Small Repeat 2 dataset has less left images but more point clouds than the Urban
Loop Rail Crossings Small Repeat dataset because while the Small Repeat 2 dataset took longer, due to a small
traffic jam, the left camera data acquisition failed partway through.
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Road Attributes
The road attributes included the road type and traffic level. There were 4 road types including:





Major Highway (i.e. M1, M3 etc.)
Rural Highway (i.e. D’Aguilar Highway)
Main Road (i.e. Coronation Drive, Kingsford Smith Drive, Gympie Road etc.)
Other Road (i.e. suburban and city streets)

The Main Road and Other Road categories can alternatively be referred to as Arterials and
Collectors respectively. The traffic levels consisted of light and heavy traffic. Heavy traffic is
defined as where Zoe 1 was required to slow down or stop because of a large number of
vehicles causing congestion. Stopping or slowing due to traffic lights was not considered to
be heavy traffic, unless there were a large number of other vehicles present.
Weather Attributes
There were 5 weather attributes used throughout the project. These attributes were:






Sunny,
Rain,
Cloudy,
Day, and
Night

Figures 1 to 12 show the trajectories of all the routes logged, separated into the named route
sections. All images are copyright Google.

Fig. 1 ‐ Urban Loop Small Repeats route.
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Fig. 2 ‐ Urban Loop Full route.

Fig. 3 ‐ Kilcoy route.

Fig. 4 ‐ Kilcoy Night route.
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Fig. 5 ‐ Fassifern route.

Fig. 6 ‐ Fassifern Repeat route.

Fig. 7 ‐ City Loop route.
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Fig. 8 ‐ City Loop Night route.

Fig. 9 ‐ Mt Cootha 1 and 2 route.

Fig. 10 ‐ Mt Cootha 3 route.
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Fig. 11 ‐ Stanmore route.

Fig. 12 ‐ Shailer Park route.

Fig. 13 ‐ Examples of various images from the dataset with different attributes (rain,
cloudy, major highway, rural road, light and heavy traffic).
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4. Dataset Acquisition Process

Fig. 14 ‐ Zoe 1 dataset acquisition platform in its final form.
The Zoe 1 dataset acquisition system features interconnected modular dual components. A
roof rack‐mounted sensor rig integrates seven primary multimodal sensors including a LIDAR,
a panoramic camera, three limited field of view forward‐facing machine vision cameras, and
dual GPS antennas. A second hardware system is suspended on a magnet mounted platform
in the boot of Zoe 1 and consists of the independent power management unit (PMU) with the
system START/STOP button, inertial navigation system SBG Ellipse‐2D with multi constellation
GNSS receiver and enabled RTK correction channel provided by HxGN SmartNet via 4G Optus
modem, two industrial computers MVS1/MVS2 by Tekdis with 4TB solid state drives each and
back‐up smart batteries.
The system is designed to minimize complexity of operation and is controlled by one system
START/STOP switch with green LED, which enables a seamless start of all sensors and
computers. Once powered up, two computers synchronize their internal system clock with
50ns accuracy and, after a five minute delay2, start performing data acquisition. In order to
enable lossless acquisition of high frequency RAW uncompressed sensory data, the sensors
were split across two computers due to bandwidth limitations. The first MVS1 computer
stores calibrated stereo‐pairs from the two outer machine vision cameras and the LIDAR
range data. The second MVS2 computer stores imagery from the panoramic camera and
2

SBG informed users that the Ellipse2D method of inertial, satellite and RTK data fusion requires up to “15
minutes to provide full navigation performance” (aka accurate tracking) for automotive applications and
recommends “driving with left and right turns, accelerations, decelerations” to aid calibration. During our initial
data collection runs we conducted the recommended manoeuvres and observed that in current conditions it
takes approximately 2‐3 minutes to achieve a satisfactory navigation solution.
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central machine vision camera, as well as the RTK‐GPS navigation data. Table 2 enlists the
perception sensors with their focal length, field‐of‐view, and resolution. The sensor suite used
for this study is very similar to that used in the autonomous cars currently operating publicly
(like Waymo and Lyft). For example, Waymo and Lyft have had at one stage 5 and 7 cameras
mounted at the top respectively that span the 360 degree view around the vehicle. A similar
degree of perception is achieved through the sensor suite used for this study with the
panoramic and forward‐facing cameras.
High level system performance (battery voltage, charge level, power consumption, internet
traffic) can be monitored by relevant displays or via Bluetooth using VictronConnect
smartphone app (available for iOS and Android devices).
Once the driving mission is finished and the START/STOP switch has been triggered, the
system softly shuts down the data acquisition process and then powers off the sensors and
computers. In its current configuration the system is capable of up to 3.5 hours of continuous
data collection at the rate of approximately 400GB per hour.
After the data collection run is complete, the data from Zoe 1 is uploaded via a high speed
Ethernet connection at the DaVinci Precinct at speeds of up to approximately 240MB/s to a
local dataset acquisition repository managed by QUT, where it is accessed by the data
processing team. QUT has also set up an Amazon Web Services (AWS) module where the final
processed and anonymized (blurring of faces, cars) datasets could potentially be stored and
available to the public via a webpage. The raw data is currently stored securely on QUT
servers.
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Sensor Type

Focal
Length

Field of View

Resolution (pixels)

GigE uEye FA
Industrial Camera 1

16mm

39° Horizontal FOV
24.5O Vertical FOV

1936 x 1216 (2.3MP)

GigE uEye FA
Industrial Camera 2

16mm

39° Horizontal FOV
24.5° Vertical FOV

1936 x 1216 (2.3MP)

GigE uEye FA
Industrial Camera 3

8mm

70° Horizontal FOV
44° Vertical FOV

1936 x 1216 (2.3MP)

Ladybug5+ camera
(360O camera)

4.4mm

90% of full sphere
77.5° Horizontal
FOV
87.65° Vertical FOV

30MP (6 x 5MP sensors, 2048
x 2448 per sensor)

Velodyne VLP‐32C
LIDAR

NA (32
layers,
range
~200m)

360° Horizontal FOV
40° Vertical FOV (‐
25° to +15°)

1,200,000 points/second in
dual return mode

Table 2 – Details of Perception Sensors for the Zoe 1 platform.
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5. What the Sensors See and Collect

Fig. 15 ‐ Sensor coverage for cameras and LIDAR on Zoe 1.

5.1. Forward facing cameras

Fig. 16 ‐ An example stereo image pair captured from two of the three forward facing
cameras mounted on the left and the right side of Zoe 1 respectively.
There are three forward‐facing cameras mounted at the front of Zoe 1’s roof and referred to
as: left, center, and right. Figure 16 shows a corresponding pair of images from the left and
the right camera. These images are captured using the ROS interface that publishes RGB
images (ROS message type: sensor_msgs/Image) and the camera intrinsic parameters (ROS
message type: sensor_msgs/CameraInfo) at a rate of 5 Hz. The resolution of these images is
1936x1216 (2.3MP). The center camera also captures images at a resolution of 1936x1216 at
a rate of 5 Hz. The rate of 5 Hz was selected to increase the manageability of the data, and
does not compromise the results for static infrastructure which is typically in view for many
frames.
Cameras, as a sensor modality, are information‐rich and present information the way humans
perceive their surroundings. With the advancement in computer vision research based on
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image processing, state‐of‐the‐art image processing systems can achieve performance levels
on certain tasks beyond that of humans. However, there are certain scenarios where camera‐
based sensing poses limitations, for example, during adverse weather conditions like rain and
fog that limit the visibility. These decreases in visibility can affect image quality. For example,
longer exposure times and higher sensor gains are required at night to produce a brighter
image in low light conditions, but can induce granular noise in the image data.
In terms of the four competencies discussed in this report, the camera sensors are the primary
source of information to detect and recognize traffic signs and traffic lights. Camera sensing
is also a key component of line marker detection and position estimation.

5.2. LIDAR

Fig. 17 ‐ An example snapshot of the LIDAR scan.
The LIDAR sensor (a VLP‐32C [4]) is mounted on the top of the vehicle and scans the
surroundings at an average of 8.3 Hz, with the scans published through a ROS interface in the
form of point cloud data (ROS message type: sensor_msgs/PointCloud2).
LIDAR provides range information to the surrounding environment in the form of dense point
clouds and gives an accurate metric estimate of what is surrounding the vehicle. An example
is shown in Figure 17, where the vehicle is moving through a parking area filled with parked
vehicles; a building wall can still be detected in the scan. One of the major advantages of this
sensor modality is its utility under different environmental conditions, for example, at night
or in a dense forest, where image processing particularly becomes challenging. However,
heavy rains or stormy/dusty weather conditions can lead to inaccurate and noisy
measurements.
In terms of the four competencies discussed in this report, the use of LIDAR is prominent in
localization and positioning systems where existing dense 3D maps are often used to get a
highly accurate estimate of vehicle’s location.
LIDAR can also play a lesser role in lane marking detection (although not investigated in this
project), both through directly detecting the lane markings and by enabling other tasks like
estimation of the ground plane, which can further boost line marker detection performance.
LIDAR has relatively limited direct utility for the detecting and recognizing of street signs and
traffic lights.
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5.3. Ladybug Panoramic Camera

Fig. 18 ‐ An example set of images captured from the individual cameras that comprise
the Ladybug Camera mounted on the top of the vehicle.
The Ladybug5 [5] camera offers a 360 degree, “panoramic” (or omni‐directional) view of the
surroundings and is mounted on top of the vehicle. The collection of images shown in
Figure 18 present the view from five different faces of the camera. The physical device itself
comprises 6 cameras, 1 pointed upwards (unused in this project) and 5 facing outwards at
even intervals. This data is collected using a ROS interface at a frequency of 3 Hz in form of
compressed RGB images (ROS message type: sensor_msgs/CompressedImage). The raw
resolution of each of these individual images is 5 megapixels, forming an overall panorama
that is 25 megapixels.
Apart from the pros and cons for cameras as a sensing modality discussed in the previous
section, the Ladybug camera sensor has a particular advantage with respect to its panoramic
view. The 360 degree view provides substantially more coverage of the surroundings as
compared to the front‐facing limited field‐of‐view cameras. This increased coverage comes at
the cost of resolution: for distant sign detection, a higher resolution image can be sourced
from the limited field‐of‐view forward facing cameras than the panoramic camera. This
camera logged data that was not used as part of this project but is available for future
investigations.

5.4. GPS ‐ Global Positioning System
RTK‐GPS data is logged using a ROS interface at 5 Hz along with the IMU data logged at 25 Hz.
These two streams of location information are filtered together using an Extended Kalman
filter (EKF) to publish pose information at 25 Hz (ROS message: sbg_driver/SbgEkfEuler and
sbg_driver/SbgEkfNav). The figure above shows a snapshot of this pose information overlaid
on the roadmap for one of traverses near the Brisbane Airport.
The major drawback of GPS in general is its limited or non‐functionality in tunnels, built up
city areas and occasional drops in signal quality. Most major organizations in self‐driving cars
are not relying on GPS as a source of position information for second‐to‐second decision
making. RTK‐GPS system also has specific limitations regarding start‐up times, requiring up to
15 minutes to provide a full navigational solution as mentioned earlier in this report.
However, it can be effectively employed to create a ground truth reference and prior coarse
location estimate for a localization system, which is its primary use within this study.
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Fig. 19 ‐ The path marked in green shows the GPS trajectory for one of the traverses near
the Brisbane Airport.
In terms of the four competencies discussed in this report, GPS‐based position will mainly be
used to ground truth camera and LIDAR data. It will also be used to provide initial approximate
position estimates for camera and LIDAR based positioning systems: these systems typically
benefit from an approximate prior estimate of where the vehicle is located, rather than
searching the entire city map.

5.5. Sensor Assessment Scope: Competency‐wise
Competency
Traffic Light Detection and
Recognition
Traffic Sign Detection
Use of Prior Maps for Detecting
Signs and Lights
Line Marking Detection and
Classification
Camera‐based Positioning
LIDAR‐based Positioning
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Sensors Used
GigE uEye FA Industrial Camera 1

Coverage (in Kms)
1286

GigE uEye FA Industrial Camera 1
1286
GigE uEye FA Industrial Camera 1 & RTK‐ 30
GPS
GigE uEye FA Industrial Camera 1
1225
GigE uEye FA Industrial Camera 1 & RTK‐ 943
GPS
Velodyne VLP‐32C LIDAR & RTK‐GPS
817
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6. Dataset Preparation
6.1. Summary
6.2. Traffic Light and Traffic Sign Labelling
The annotation of traffic light and sign instances was required in order to quantify and
evaluate two competencies: Traffic Sign Detection and Recognition and Traffic Light
Detection, including evaluating the use of prior map for these competencies. For this
evaluation, we only considered the count of traffic lights and traffic signs (class‐wise) within
an image frame. Hence, the objective of the annotation task was to obtain the ground truth
counts. For evaluating the precise localization of a detected instance within an image or a
map, annotation requires pixel‐wise manual labelling of the traffic light and sign instances
within the datasets. This process typically involves drawing a bounding box around each
individual light and sign instance, providing information about the exact location of each light
and sign within an image. However, this process is extremely labour intensive and was out of
scope for this project. Instead, we simplified the labelling to count the number of occurrences
of each instance within an image. This simplification also means that only the frames where
an instance, sign or traffic light, comes into view or disappears needs to be noted, as we can
automatically add the label to all frames in between since we do not need its exact position.
To help with this annotation we developed a simple Graphical User Interface (GUI) to provide
to our two data labellers, shown in Figure 20.
The GUI allowed the user to quickly move between frames (streaming at 5 Hz) and add the
starting and ending frames for various instances. The data could then be exported into file
formats that could be used throughout the project. Additionally, the file could be re‐loaded
into the GUI to allow for further annotation, or to fix any labelling errors.
With the help of this annotation pipeline, on an average it took around 15 minutes to label 5
minutes of data. The annotation time varied with respect to the road and environment type,
requiring more time for city environment having large number of signs. Furthermore,
annotating traffic lights took more time than traffic signs, possibly due to its higher number
of total occurrences.
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Fig. 20 – A custom GUI was used to annotate traffic lights and signs.

6.3. LIDAR and Camera‐based Localization Labelling
Localization Overview: The objective of a localization system is to estimate one’s position or
location with respect to a given map of the environment. For LIDAR and camera‐based
localization systems presented in this report, we used several pairs of route traverses to
demonstrate the respective competencies. For any such given pair, one traverse is used as a
reference map and the other as a query. The images (or snapshots in case of LIDAR) from the
query traverse are matched with those in the reference traverse and the location associated
with the best matching reference image (or snapshot) is deemed to be the location of the
query. Typically, ‘coarse’ localization information is obtained through GPS as a prior for ‘finer’
estimation of location using camera or LIDAR. Therefore, instead of comparing a query
observation with all of the reference data, only a fraction of it is used based on this ‘pose
prior’.
To perform accurate evaluation of localization techniques the ground truth position of the
query frame is required as well as an accurate reference map to compare to. Zoe1 was
installed with a dual antenna RTK GPS system; its data was passed into an EKF alongside the
IMU data to provide position estimates with an accuracy of a few centimetres. This allows for
the accurate generation of reference maps, as well to quantify metric errors when performing
LIDAR or camera‐based localization tasks.
In preparation for the LIDAR and camera‐based localization tasks three files were created,
two sensor frame position files (one each for reference and query traverse) and one frame
correspondence file. A sensor frame position file contains the ground truth positions for a
dataset for a given sensor (left camera images, right camera images, LIDAR point clouds etc.).
The frame correspondence file is defined with respect to the query traverse. For each query
frame, this file comprises its closest reference frame and a list of reference frames that fall
within a given radius of localization (in metres).
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Fig. 21 – Flow diagrams showing the generation of the sensor frame positions and
correspondence files, used in the localization tasks.
To generate the sensor frame position files for a dataset, the following process was
performed:
1. Removed any poor position estimates from the start of a dataset caused by the warm‐
up of the RTK GPS.
2. Remove any positions that have an altitude of greater than 700m, which are invalid
(the highest elevation in South East Queensland is approximately 600m).
3. For each sensor frame in the dataset:
a. Find the two closest positions to the sensor frame based on timestamps which
are within a 0.5 second threshold. The threshold is to remove frames that
would have an uncertain position.
b. Perform linear interpolation between the two positions to provide a ground
truth position for the sensor frame.
4. Output a file containing all sensor frames with their ground truth position.
To generate the frame correspondence file between two datasets (traverses):reference and
query, the following procedure was performed:
1. For each frame within the query dataset:
a. Find the reference frame that is closest to the query frame using GPS‐based
distance estimates. A threshold is used on this closest distance and if no
reference frame is within this threshold, the query frame is ignored (This was
done to remove the query frames that were observed outside the reference
map).
b. Find all reference frames that are within a given radius (in metres) of the query
frame’s GPS position – this forms the list of reference frames with which the
query frame will be compared for finding the best match for localization.
5. Output all query frames to a file with the closest reference frame as well as the list of
reference frames within the given radius.
These correspondence files were then used within the camera and LIDAR localization tasks.
As also mentioned earlier in this section, the limiting of the number of reference frames per
query frame is mainly done to use GPS as a pose prior for an initial coarse localization. In this
project only query frames that had at least one reference frame within 5 and 1 metres were
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used for camera and LIDAR localization respectively (step 1a of the correspondence file
procedure). Additionally, 50 and 5 metres search radii were used for camera and LIDAR
localization respectively (step 1b of the correspondence file procedure).

6.4. Lane Detection – Data Curation
For the lane detection system used in this report, we consider only those parts of the
traversed route where lanes have a limited (less than 30 degrees) turn angle except for the
intersections where the vehicle did not actually turn. This was achieved with the help of GPS:
for every image frame, a GPS‐based heading was computed by measuring the difference in
the direction of travel between the current location and the location 50 metres ahead. All the
image frames where the GPS‐based heading was greater than 0.5 radians (~30 degrees) were
not considered for evaluation. The value of 30 degrees was chosen through manual
observation of variation in angles when the vehicle turned at intersections and while driving
on slightly curved paths – it was intended to exclude the former but retain the latter. This
exclusion process only remove approximately 61 kms of the traversed data out of a total of
1286 kms.

6.5. Data Storage and Compute Platforms
6.5.1. Storage Requirements
Data captured from Zoe 1 using ROS is stored as rosbag files. These bag files are first stored
in QUT’s Research Data Storage Service (RDSS) space which are then transferred to High
Performance Computing (HPC) File Storage for processing. The raw sensor data from these
bag files is extracted on the HPC and takes around 20 TB of storage space. This includes image
data from three cameras in the front, panoramic imagery from the camera at the top, point
clouds from LIDAR, and GPS data from all 14 routes along with the raw bag files. An example
breakup of storage is shown in the Table below for one of the larger routes:
20190405
Kilcoy
Storage Space

Raw Bag Files
1 TB

Front Camera
Images (All 3)
0.2 TB

Top Camera
Images
0.9 TB

LIDAR Point
Clouds
0.1 TB

Total
2.2 TB

Table 3 – Example route storage requirements.
The processed output data from all the different competencies comprising image masks,
image descriptors, visualizations, and other results required approximately 0.5 TB storage
space.
6.5.2. Compute Requirements
We primarily used HPC for running multiple jobs in parallel using both CPUs and GPUs. In
addition, two separate machines (equipped with GPUs) were used by the research associates
for running experiments locally.
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7. Traffic Sign Detection and Recognition
7.1. Summary
Correctly detecting and recognizing street signs is an important competency for safe
autonomous vehicle operation, especially in mixed autonomous‐human driving conditions
where humans will still be entirely dependent on signage. Automated approaches to this
challenge can be split into two distinct subtasks:



Detection: that is, proposing regions (such as bounding boxes) within an image that
contain a single street sign, and
Recognition: given the proposed regions, attempting to classify the information within
that box. For example, is the sign indicating a 20 km/hr speed limit or a pedestrian
crossing ahead?

7.2. Processing Pipeline
7.2.1. Base System Deployed
The baseline system utilizes off‐the‐shelf deep learning pipelines to perform street sign
detection and recognition, using the networks described by Li and Wany [6]. Deep learning is
a modern approach to machine learning, sometimes broadly referred to as a component of
Artificial Intelligence, that trains very large neural networks to perform a task. Training
typically involves feeding in large amounts of labelled data (e.g. photos with annotations for
where the signs are within the image) and potentially unlabelled data and training on
significant computational resources, such as CPU or Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) clusters.
In the system deployed here, deep learning variants are applied across both the detection
and classification subtasks.
7.2.2. Street Sign Detection
The detection system combines the framework of a type of neural network called Faster R‐
CNN (Regions with Convolutional Neural Networks) [7] with the structure of another type of
neural network called MobileNet [8]. Citations and recency are two key indicators of the
performance and relevance of an approach: Faster R‐CNN (published 2016) and MobileNet
(2017) are two of the most impactful and highly cited works in this area, with 9,218 and 1,495
citations each, respectively). They are widely used as both key components of new systems
and as benchmarks against which new approaches are compared.
Faster R‐CNN has been shown to work well with detecting objects that take up only a small
portion of the image, which is suited to detecting signs on roads. MobileNet is a
computationally compact network model for mobile and embedded vision problems. The
result of this combination is a fast and efficient neural network that proposes regions of
interest within an image where a street sign lies. Each region of interest proposed by the
network has an associated confidence score that presents the system’s estimate of how likely
it is that the bounding box contains a street sign. The network only retains the bounding boxes
with a confidence higher than a certain threshold, referred to as detection threshold from
here. The base system uses a detection threshold of 0.8. The network is pre‐trained on the
German Traffic Sign Detection Benchmark (GTSDB) dataset [9].
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7.2.3. Street Sign Recognition
The proposed image regions from the detector are used as the input for a CNN‐based
classification. Each proposed sign is passed through the classifier and the sign’s class is
predicted, along with a confidence score. A threshold, referred to as prediction threshold
from here, can be used to change how “fussy” the system is in predicting and recognizing
street signs. The recognition network is pre‐trained on the German Traffic Sign Recognition
Benchmark (GTSRB) dataset [9]. While this dataset has 43 different sign categories, only 8 of
the signs within the GTSRB are similar to their Australian equivalent street signs (20, 50, 60,
70, 80 km/hr speed limits, Stop, Give Way, and No Entry).

Fig. 22 – Flow diagram showing the base traffic sign classification system, alongside an
example of traffic sign detection (left) and classification (right).
7.2.4. Base System Refinement
In order to improve the performance of the base system, we refined the street sign
classification system. The base system uses a two‐step pipeline (detection and classification);
during initial studies we observed that the system primarily struggled with the classification
part of the pipeline. This is also an expected outcome as most of the signs – whether from
Germany (from where the training data for detection was originally sourced) or Australia –
tend to be of the same size and shape and are also located and oriented within the image in
a similar manner. However, the appearance of these signs varies across different countries,
meaning it is typically challenging for the classification system to perform well on data that is
not representative of the test scenario.
7.2.5. Modified Classification System
Architecture: We used a state‐of‐the‐art CNN: Resnet50 (SGRefPending), pre‐trained on
ImageNet (SGRefPending2), for the new street sign classifier (see Section 8.2.1 for a
justification of the choice of Resnet). We only used the convolutional layers of the pre‐trained
network and replaced the fully‐connected layers with a Global Max Pooling layer, followed by
a final dense layer of size 17 (number of street sign classes) with softmax activation. This was
done primarily to allow the network to process variable size input.
Data: The ground truth data was obtained in a semi‐automated manner. We used the
detection system with a detection threshold of 0.8 to detect street signs for two of the routes:
Urban Loop Rail Crossing Small Repeat 1 and Small Repeat 2. The bounding box detections
obtained from the detector were then manually handpicked for 17 different street signs,
listed in Table 4:
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pedestrians
stop
10km_speed_limit
speed_bump
roundabout_ahead
added_lane

no_cyclists
80km_speed_limit
roundabout
giveway
40km_speed_limit
traffic_lights_ahead

no_right_turn
pedestrians_ahead
60km_speed_limit
70km_speed_limit
50km_speed_limit

Table 4 – Street Sign classes used for training a new classifier specific to Australian
(Queensland) signs; bolded signs were used for testing on the whole dataset.
While the training was performed on a larger set of street signs, during the test only 8
different sign categories were used, marked in bold in Table 4. The training data for the 17
classes was comprised of 1067 images, of which 800 were used for training and 267 for
validation. The number of signs per class varied from 40 to 120 with only two classes having
less than 5 signs (stop and 10km_speed_limit), due to their scarcity in the two routes used for
generating the training data. The input image resolution of 200x200 pixels was used for both
training and test; the input bounding box images of any given size were resized to this
resolution after centre‐cropping the image to its minimum side length in order to maintain
the image aspect ratio.
Performance Analysis: The performance improvement before and after training can be seen
in the following two graphs (Figures 23 ‐ 24), which show the detection rates for the four sign
categories that are present in both the original and refined sign recognition systems using the
Urban Loop Rail Crossings dataset. As can be seen when comparing the original to the refined
classifier, the number of true predictions and false predictions significantly increases and
decreases respectively. The refined classifier is used in all the remaining evaluations.

Fig. 23 ‐ Traffic Sign Detection Rates for the Original Classifier on Urban Loop Rail
Crossings Dataset with 0.95 and 0.99 Detection and Prediction Thresholds respectively.
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Fig. 24 ‐ Traffic Sign Detection Rates for the Refined Classifier on Urban Loop Rail Crossings
Dataset with 0.95 and 0.99 Detection and Prediction Thresholds respectively.

7.3. Performance Assessment
7.3.1. Quantitative Results
The open loop traffic sign detection system was evaluated on 402272 image frames which
were manually labelled with the number of traffic signs present within the image. The
detection and recognition performance was evaluated by measuring the following defined
quantities:



True Count: Number of predicted traffic sign instances that do exist within the ground
truth count.
False Count: Number of predicted traffic sign instances that do not exist within the
ground truth count.

The performance was also evaluated using several detection and prediction thresholds. As
can be seen in the global result graphs (Figures 25 ‐ 29), which utilize all datasets, the higher
the detection and prediction thresholds, the “fussier” the system becomes, with the number
of true and false predictions decreasing. Alongside the global results we present the
evaluation for the City Loop day and night datasets. As can be seen in those two graphs the
night dataset has considerably worse performance than the day dataset: a larger number of
false predictions, with a corresponding reduction in the number of true predictions.
Broadly speaking, the level of performance is not adequate for autonomous driving, with
many detections being missed and a large number of false positives. Even with significantly
more training and improvements (that would be expected for a large player in this field), it’s
unlikely that a Level 4 or Level 5 autonomous car will have the open loop (that is, not
exploiting prior labelled maps of the environment) sign detection performance required to
operate at a sufficiently safe level.
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It is also worth noting that although the refined traffic sign classifier was not trained for
80km/hr electronic speed signs, we grouped the ground truth labels for 80km/hr speed limit
and 80km/hr electronic speed signs into a single group. This means that the results for
80km/hr speed signs category below are slightly skewed.

Fig. 25 ‐ Traffic Sign Detection Rates across all datasets using 0.8 and no Detection and
Prediction thresholds respectively.

Fig. 26 ‐ Traffic Sign Detection Rates across all datasets using 0.95 and 0.95 Detection
and Prediction thresholds respectively.
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Fig. 27 ‐ Traffic Sign Detection Rates across all datasets using 0.95 and 0.99 Detection
and Prediction thresholds respectively.

Fig. 28 ‐ Traffic Sign Detection Rates on City Loop Day dataset using 0.95 and 0.95
Detection and Prediction thresholds respectively.
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Fig. 29 ‐ Traffic Sign Detection Rates on City Loop Night dataset using 0.95 and 0.95
Detection and Prediction thresholds respectively.
7.3.2. Qualitative Results
Case 1: Sign occluded by another sign
In Figure 30, it can be observed that the speed bump sign gets occluded by another sign in
front of it and is therefore not detected. As the vehicle gets close to the sign, it becomes
visible and is finally detected. This delay in the detection of the sign could be improved with
a better sign placement strategy at locations where multiple signs are required. Nevertheless,
such cases were observed to be relatively rare – the example used here was the only failure
case of this kind within the whole traverse.

Fig. 30 ‐ Street Signs occluded by other signs can cause a significant delay in their
recognition.
Case 2: Signs detected from the other side of the road
The deployed sign detection and recognition system was not given any biases with regards to
where it should expect to find signs within the camera image. Therefore, any sign present on
the other side of the road gets detected too, potentially deceiving the autonomous vehicle.
In Figure 31, it can be observed that a sign is detected from a parallel lane (note it is also
misclassified), when the sign is not intended to be applied to the vehicles in the current lane.
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To deal with this situation, a detailed understanding of the road layout in terms of lanes,
median strips and dividers and so on would be required to ignore signs that do not apply to
the road the vehicle is currently on and its direction of travel. This is a challenging problem,
and if autonomous car creators do not solve it satisfactorily, the systems may require further
visual cue disambiguation of which road sections each sign applies to.

Fig. 31 ‐ Street signs detected from the other side of the road could potentially deceive
an autonomous vehicle.
Case 3: Intra‐Sign Similarity
Some of the street signs are similar to each other in their appearance, although they are
semantically (in terms of meaning) quite different. In Figure 32, it can be observed that a ‘two‐
way traffic sign’ is falsely detected as a ‘pedestrian’ sign. Both these signs have a yellow
background with two parallel “entities” (arrows or human silhouette) painted in black. The
street sign classifier is not particularly trained to discriminate between these two signs and
therefore misclassifies them. Similarly, for the right arrows common to both ‘no right turn’
and ‘right arrowhead’, the system needs to be trained to discriminate between them.
Solving these problems would likely require further training and refinement processes. Once
again, ideally the technology deployed in autonomous vehicles will be able to solve this
aliasing challenge, but otherwise there would be options for better disambiguating the signs
visually.
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Fig. 32 ‐ Visually similar street signs can be confusing for recognition systems.
Case 4: Night‐time Sign Detection on Underlit Rural Roads
Object detection and recognition at night‐time is a challenging task. If there is sufficient
lighting, the recognition system can be fine‐tuned on night‐time imagery to enable reasonable
performance. However, under poor lighting conditions, visual information alone might not be
sufficient to enable recognition. In Figure 33, it can be observed that the system was able to
detect the 80 kmph speed sign because of the illumination caused by Zoe 1’s headlights.
However, it ceases to detect the sign when the vehicle gets close to the sign, as there is no
other source of light such as a street lamp to keep it illuminated.
Potential autonomous vehicle solutions to this challenge include higher sensitivity cameras
(which see better in low light conditions) and better dynamic range cameras that can see well
in both the dark and illuminated sections of the image simultaneously, and better‐trained
systems, although it’s unlikely that sufficiently safe performance would be able to be achieved
through more training alone. Sign detection and in particular sign recognition also cannot
easily be enhanced by the other sensing modalities (LIDAR, Radar) as those sensing modalities
typically offer limited additional utility in recognizing the imagery on the sign (although they
can help in detecting the sign based on its geometric profile).

Fig. 33 ‐ Poor illumination conditions on rural roads can lead to missed detections at
night‐time.
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Case 5: Motion blur at night‐time
In city‐like environments, roads are often well‐lit at night. Therefore, detecting and
recognizing signs is relatively easy compared to on rural roads. However, there are other
challenges like motion blur and glare that can cause failures under night‐time conditions. In
Figure 33, it can be observed that the 60 kmph speed sign gets detected only up to the point
at which motion blur becomes too great.
Although further training can make these systems more resilient to factors like image blur,
it’s unlikely training and algorithmic refinement alone will result in a sufficient level of
performance. Once again, better camera technology with respect to light sensitivity and
dynamic range (or potentially deployment of multiple cameras with very different light
characteristics) is the most likely development that will solve these problems sufficiently.
If on‐board solutions are not satisfactory, then better illumination of signs will also help
performance.

Fig. 34 ‐ Motion blur and glare pose challenges in sign detection and recognition.

7.4. Performance by Road Category and Conditions
7.4.1. By Road Type
The traffic sign detection rates based on road type can be seen in Figures 35 ‐ 38 and Tables
5 ‐ 6. To aid in analysis, we also provided weighted totals across all sign types. While the false
detection rates are approximately comparable between the major and rural highway types,
the correct detection rate for the rural highway types is almost double that of the major
highway type. Compared to the rural highway type, the main road and other road types have
both increased correct detection rates and significantly reduced false detection rates. Broadly
speaking, the systems seem to work better in the more cluttered, less spread out
environments – possible because of challenges detecting street signs at long range in the
straight, open major highway environments.
For this analysis, we used 0.8 and 0.95 detection and prediction thresholds respectively.
Additionally, the number of frames may not total 402272 across the following four graphs as
some 5 minute segments of data were given no road type due to classification ambiguity. No
road type was allocated if Zoe 1 spent the majority of the 5 minute segment of data within
the carpark/warehouse at the Da Vinci Precinct.
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Fig. 35 ‐ Traffic Sign Detection Rates on Major Highways across all datasets using 0.8
and 0.95 Detection and Prediction thresholds, respectively.

Fig. 36 ‐ Traffic Sign Detection Rates on Rural Highways roads across all datasets using
0.8 and 0.95 Detection and Prediction thresholds respectively.
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Fig. 37 ‐ Traffic Sign Detection Rates on Main Roads across all datasets using 0.8 and
0.95 Detection and Prediction thresholds respectively.

Fig. 38 ‐ Traffic Sign Detection Rates on Other Roads across all datasets using 0.8 and
0.95 Detection and Prediction thresholds respectively.
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Sign Type

40km
Speed
Limit
60km
Speed
Limit
70km
Speed
Limit
80km
Speed
Limit
Giveway
Sign
No Right
Turn
Pedestrian
Crossing
Speed
Bump
Weighted
Totals /
Average

Number
of
Instances
14

Major Highway
(55171 Images)
Correct
Incorrect
Recognition Recognition
Percentage
Percentage
0
18,321.43%

Number
of
Instances
436

Rural Highway
(68998 Images)
Correct
Incorrect
Recognition Recognition
Percentage
Percentage
43.58%
565.60%

1270

42.52%

76.93%

1040

41.54%

79.90%

409

22.49%

111.98%

217

40.55%

65.90%

2651

4.75%

103.58%

903

11.96%

99.78%

140

27.14%

120.00%

293

24.57%

103.07%

110

50.00%

436.36%

58

29.31%

262.07%

54

75.93%

640.74%

794

49.87%

118.01%

0

N/A

N/A

137

54.01%

726.68%

4648

19.19%

166.52%

35.51%

173.48%

Table 5 – Traffic sign detection performance by road category: major and rural
highways.
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Sign Type

40km Speed
Limit
60km Speed
Limit
70km Speed
Limit
80km Speed
Limit
Giveway
Sign
No Right
Turn
Pedestrian
Crossing
Speed
Bump
Weighted
Totals /
Average

Main Road
(73252 Images)
Number of
Correct
Incorrect
Instances
Recognition Recognition
Percentage Percentage
1987
43.89%
320.13%

Other Road
(93852 Images)
Number of
Correct
Incorrect
Instances
Recognition Recognition
Percentage Percentage
5629
33.33%
140.50%

4825

51.81%

58.24%

2147

45.37%

81.28%

1171

36.89%

67.98%

669

47.09%

64.57%

1085

4.52%

100.46%

743

6.86%

106.46%

1319

62.17%

57.77%

1922

65.30%

49.43%

1028

45.23%

148.93%

1759

48.15%

125.07%

2150

25.53%

94.88%

1891

20.89%

100.58%

395

48.61%

311.90%

1006

65.41%

243.34%

13960

42.11%

119.07%

15766

40.41%

116.56%

Table 6 – Traffic sign detection performance by road category: main roads and other
road categories.
7.4.2. Day / Night
The traffic sign detection rates based on the day/night attribute can be seen in Figures 39 ‐
40 and Table 7. The table clearly shows that the correct recognition percentage is higher
during the day than at night. This is to be expected since night time adds a further layer of
difficulty for the visual detection and recognition of signs.

Fig. 39 ‐ Traffic Sign Detection Rates on Day images across all datasets using 0.8 and
0.95 Detection and Prediction thresholds respectively.
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Fig. 40 ‐ Traffic Sign Detection Rates on Night images across all datasets using 0.8 and
0.95 Detection and Prediction thresholds respectively.
Sign Type

40km
Speed Limit
60km
Speed Limit
70km
Speed Limit
80km
Speed Limit
Giveway
Sign
No Right
Turn
Pedestrian
Crossing
Speed
Bump
Weighted
Totals /
Average

Day
(228700 Images)
Number of
Correct
Incorrect
Instances
Recognitio Recognitio
n
n
Percentage Percentage
4675
50.20%
268.64%

Night
(79323 Images)
Number of
Correct
Instances
Recognitio
n
Percentage
3391
17.43%

Incorrect
Recognitio
n
Percentage
204.92%

7498

57.84%

63.22%

2017

13.58%

87.46%

2060

43.45%

70.29%

509

16.31%

86.05%

4738

8.23%

102.38%

886

1.02%

99.66%

3372

64.59%

55.22%

372

12.37%

101.61%

2223

58.25%

137.16%

732

12.16%

181.28%

4274

28.05%

107.91%

715

32.59%

109.37%

1100

64.09%

203.64%

452

51.55%

836.95%

29940

44.57%

118.11%

9074

17.17%

179.68%

Table 7 – Traffic sign detection performance by day / night lighting condition type.
7.4.3. By Traffic Type
The traffic sign detection rates based on traffic level can be seen in Figures 41 ‐ 42 and Table
8. Unfortunately, due to the significant difference in the number of occurrences of light and
heavy traffic conditions, detailed commentary is difficult. Broadly speaking, performance is
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approximately comparable: a higher correct detection rate in light traffic balanced out by a
higher incorrect detection rate.

Fig. 41 ‐ Traffic Sign Detection Rates in Light Traffic all datasets using 0.8 and 0.95
Detection and Prediction thresholds respectively.

Fig. 42 ‐ Traffic Sign Detection Rates in Heavy Traffic across all datasets using 0.8 and
0.95 Detection and Prediction thresholds respectively.
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Sign Type

40km
Speed
Limit
60km
Speed
Limit
70km
Speed
Limit
80km
Speed
Limit
Giveway
Sign
No Right
Turn
Pedestrian
Crossing
Speed
Bump
Weighted
Totals /
Average

Light Traffic
(302022 Images)
Number
Correct
Incorrect
of
Recognition Recognition
Instances Percentage
Percentage
7661
37.83%
245.95%

Number
of
Instances
405

Heavy Traffic
(6001 Images)
Correct
Incorrect
Recognition Recognition
Percentage
Percentage
9.88%
164.44%

9229

48.65%

67.97%

286

42.31%

80.77%

2547

38.36%

73.22%

22

4.55%

95.45%

5624

7.09%

101.92%

0

N/A

N/A

3634

60.65%

58.72%

110

18.18%

96.36%

2689

47.97%

152.84%

266

35.34%

100.00%

4719

29.69%

108.56%

270

11.48%

99.26%

1552

60.44%

380.28%

0

N/A

N/A

38.76%

132.73%

22.59%

114.64%

Table 8 – Traffic sign detection performance by traffic condition type.
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8. Traffic Light Detection
8.1. Summary
In the scenario where autonomous vehicles are operating side‐by‐side with human drivers, it
is likely that traffic light detection will also remain a core required competency. The traffic
light competency is similar in many respects to the sign recognition competency, and
comprises two primary subtasks:



Detection: estimating the existence of a traffic light in a given image frame along with
its image coordinates, and
Recognition: that is, estimating what colour is displayed on the detected traffic light.

In this project we have focussed on detection, the fundamental and more challenging
problem. Current systems deployed by autonomous car developers and researchers appear
to perform traffic light recognition relatively well, by using dedicated cameras for traffic lights,
by knowledge of the rigid color and light position conventions and a range of other techniques
exploiting the relatively constrained nature of the problem, once the traffic light has been
detected [10].

8.2. Processing Pipeline
We have tested two traffic light detection systems. The first system, open loop, has no prior
information about the current scene it is viewing. The second system, closed loop, utilises a
reference map and hence has information about the current scene (i.e. the number of traffic
lights that should be present given the new current image). We discuss both pipelines in the
following sections.
8.2.1. System Deployed
The open loop system consists of a state‐of‐the‐art traffic light detection method based on
dense semantic scene segmentation. This method is built upon deep learning frameworks and
was pre‐trained using non‐Australian road imagery.
Dense pixel‐wise semantic segmentation, based on deep‐learnt CNNs (Convolutional Neural
Networks), has shown state‐of‐the‐art results for deciphering what semantic category each
pixel in the image belongs to. For example, for outdoor roadside imagery, different semantic
categories include traffic signs, traffic lights, pedestrians, vehicles, road surface, buildings and
the sky.
We used RefineNet [11] based on ResNet [12] and trained on the Cityscapes [13] dataset to
predict semantic classes for our image datasets. RefineNet is a recent (2017) and widely used
(467 citations) technique for semantic segmentation and object recognition, two key
competencies used for this detection process. It is built on top of ResNet, a highly cited
(25,281 citations) recent work published in 2016, that forms the basis for many current
technical approaches.
An example input image is shown below (see Figure 43) along with its predicted semantic
mask. Here, the orange colour corresponds to traffic light pixels.
The predicted masks are processed to find blobs in the predicted mask which are further
thresholded based on size (pixel area), in order to remove noisy detections.
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Fig. 43 – Flow diagram showing the base traffic light detection pipeline, with (from left
to right) an example input image, semantic segmentation output, BLOB detection and
resulting traffic light detections.

8.3. Performance Assessment
8.3.1. Quantitative Results
The open loop traffic light detection system was evaluated on 402272 image frames which
were manually labelled with the number of traffic lights present within the image. The
detection performance was evaluated by measuring the following defined quantities:



True Count: Number of predicted traffic light instances that do exist within the ground
truth count.
False Count: Number of predicted traffic light instances that do not exist within the
ground truth count.

Presented below in Figures 44, 45 and 46 are three graphs showing the number of true
occurrences (blue), the number of true predictions (green) and the number of false
predictions (red) for open loop traffic light detection across four pixel area thresholds. The
area threshold here is a minimum threshold; a traffic light is only predicted if its size is greater
than this pixel area threshold. It can be considered as a way of building in prior expectations
into the system – that it should only see traffic lights that are of a certain apparent size in the
image. We show the global detections rates for the entire dataset, as well as individually for
the City Loop day and night datasets (which are particular dense with respect to traffic lights).
As can be seen in the global dataset results, not using a size threshold results in a very large
number of false detections. Comparing the day and night results we can see that there is a
significant increase in the number of false detections within the night dataset.
Overall, with the appropriate parameters (see the 1500 pixel area threshold results), most of
the traffic lights can be detected, at the cost of an approximately equal number of false
positive detections.
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Fig. 44 – Traffic Light Detection Rates across all datasets with various minimum area
thresholds.

Fig. 45 – Traffic Light Detection Rates using the City Loop Day dataset.
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Fig. 46 – Traffic Light Detection Rates using the City Loop Night dataset.
8.3.2. Qualitative Results
Case 1: Misdetection on Railway Signals
In Figure 47, it can be seen that the traffic light detector has detected the railway signals as
traffic lights. This could most likely be addressed by using Australian specific training data to
refine the semantic segmentation process, similar to the refinement performed for traffic sign
classification, and by exploiting prior knowledge of the road layout.

Fig. 47 – A traffic light detection error caused by rail signals.
Case 2: Misdetection on Service Station Signs
In the following two figures traffic lights are detected on the service station signs displaying
the fuel prices. As in case 1, this could most likely be improved by refining the segmentation
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neural network with Australian specific data, and by exploiting prior information as to the
placement of traffic lights in the area.

Fig. 48 – A false traffic light detection error, detecting a service station sign as a traffic
light.

Fig. 49 ‐ A false traffic light detection error, detecting a service station sign as a traffic
light.
Case 3: Non Detections Caused by Rain
Figures 50 and 51 show the traffic light detection system performing poorly due to the light
refraction caused by water droplets on the camera lens. The poor performance is also likely
exacerbated by the poor lighting conditions at night time. While some research groups have
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trained algorithms to digitally remove water effects from the lens [14], the most likely primary
solution to this problem would be active hardware measures that instantly remove water
from the camera lens.

Fig. 50 ‐ Missed traffic light detections caused by a wet camera lens.

Fig. 51 ‐ Missed traffic light detections caused by a wet camera lens.
Case 4: Poor Quality Detections Caused by Rain
Figure 52 shows that the system can handle some level of glare. However, glare does reduce
the quality of the detections, as can be noted by the two bounding boxes on the right hand
side of the image that do not contain a traffic light, as well as by the two bounding boxes that
are significantly larger than the traffic light they contain.
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Fig. 52 ‐ Poor quality and missed traffic light detections caused by a wet camera lens.
Case 5: Multiple Traffic Lights in a Single Bounding Box

Fig. 53 – A traffic light detection error where a single bounding box contains multiple
traffic lights from different physical locations (rightmost detection).
In Figure 53, it can be observed that the rightmost bounding box contains two traffic lights
that are located at different locations in the environment. This dual detection could
potentially cause an issue in the situation that the two traffic lights within the bounding box
differed somehow, for example one contained a green arrow. Similar to case 1 and 2 this
would most likely be improved with the refinement of the network on Australian specific
training data and by usage of prior maps that label the locations of lights.
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8.4. Performance by Road Category and Conditions
8.4.1. By Road Type
The traffic light detection rates based on road type can be seen in Figure 54 and Table 9. The
table shows that the traffic light correct and incorrect recognition percentages are similar for
Major and Rural highways, both of which are far inferior to the performance achieved on
Main and Other road types. This large discrepancy in performance potentially suggests that
traffic lights are easy to detect on main and other roads. It could also partially be a byproduct
of the fact that the neural network used for semantic segmentation (a critical part of the
overall traffic light detection process) was trained on cityscapes, which primarily contains city
or urban‐like road types, rather than Australian highway‐type environments.
There are some important factors to note with respect to these results. Firstly, we used a
1500 pixel area threshold for the filtering of traffic lights. Additionally, the number of frames
may not total exactly 402272 across the graphs, as some 5 minute segments of data were
given no road type classification. No road type classification was also given if the 5 minute
segment of data spent the majority of time within the carpark/warehouse at the Da Vinci
Precinct.

Fig. 54 ‐ Traffic Light Detection Rates based on the different road types across all
datasets (using a 1500 pixel area threshold).
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Road Type

Major Highway
(55171 Images)
Rural Highway
(68998 Images)
Main Road
(73252 Images)
Other Road
(93852 Images)

Number
of
Instances
5798

Correct
Recognition
Percentage
79.60%

Incorrect
Recognition
Percentage
454.76%

Correct to
Incorrect
Recognition Ratio

851

85.90%

589.31%

0.14576369

67330

68.01%

85.62%

0.794323756

54849

67.71%

93.46%

0.724481061

0.175037382

Table 9 – Traffic light detection performance by road category.
8.4.2. Day / Night
The traffic light detection rates based day/night attribute can be seen in Figure 55 and Table
10. The table shows that the traffic light correct recognition percentages are similar between
day and night, while the incorrect recognition percentages skyrocket at night. The increase in
false positives at night time is probably caused by the number of additional lights that may,
to a camera‐based system, look like a traffic light. This large discrepancy could also be caused
by the fact that the night city loop dataset was undertaken with the additional difficulty of
some light rain that caused, at times, extreme vision distortion resulting in further false
detections.

Fig. 55 ‐ Traffic Light Detection Rates based on the day‐night attributes across all
datasets (a 1500 pixel area threshold was used).
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Day/Night

Number of
Instances

Incorrect
Recognition
Percentage
77.28%

Correct to
Incorrect
Recognition Ratio

99107

Correct
Recognition
Percentage
69.27%

Day (228700
Images)
Night (79323
Images)

29925

66.12%

214.25%

0.308611435

0.896350932

Table 10 – Traffic light detection performance by day / night lighting conditions.
8.4.3. By Traffic Type
The traffic light detection rates based on traffic level can be seen in Figure 56 and Table 11.
Noting the significant difference in the number of occurrences between light traffic and heavy
traffic, the system appears to perform better in heavy traffic than light traffic. This is likely a
correlation rather than causation phenomenon, as heavy traffic is typically encountered in
the built up areas where the traffic light detector performs well.

Fig. 56 ‐ Traffic Light Detection Rates based on the traffic level across all datasets (a
1500 pixel area threshold was used).
Traffic Type

Number of
Instances

Correct
Recognition
Percentage

Incorrect
Recognition
Percentage

Correct to
Incorrect
Recognition
Ratio

Light Traffic (302022
Images)
Heavy Traffic (6001
Images)

122906

68.45%

111.21%

0.615502203

6126

70.23%

65.59%

1.070742491

Table 11 – Traffic light detection performance by traffic condition type.
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9. Use of Prior Maps for Detecting Signs and Traffic Lights
Safely deploying autonomous vehicles requires perfect, or near perfect performance at many
of the key competencies required for driving, including those addressed in this report. While
better sensors, computational hardware, more data, better training and better methods can
go a long way to improving the performance of current techniques, it has become clear that
it will likely be a long time before sufficient competency is achieved with open loop
approaches – that is, those that do not exploit any prior knowledge of the specific
environment the car is driving through. Given the resources being invested in the autonomous
vehicle domain, the majority of major developers have therefore decided to leverage prior
maps of the environment to improve performance levels.
Broadly speaking, prior maps provide detailed information on what the vehicle should expect
to see in any part of the environment: instead of the vehicle starting from scratch in terms of
detecting signs for example, it leverages prior knowledge about the number and type of signs
that should exist in the environment at that location. Prior maps are not a panacea that solves
everything: for example, if the environment changes between the map being obtained and
the map being used, the reliance on prior maps can cause problems (as discussed in further
detail in Section 14.2.1). However, overall they are arguably the single most important factor
for improving performance and are being used in various ways by the majority of developers.
Consequently, in this section we describe work investigating the creation and usage of prior
maps for two of the competencies – traffic light detection and traffic sign detection and
recognition.
To investigate the use of prior maps, we created a reference map using one of the routes that
was traversed multiple times, the Urban Loop Rail Crossing. Multiple traverses were required
to ensure that the system was using a map obtained at a different time to the deployment
time.
The ground truth detection count and bounding box information for each of these images
were obtained in a semi‐automated manner. The automated part mainly comprised of pre‐
selecting object bounding boxes in the scene using the trained object detector. For traffic
lights, the pre‐selection was obtained using semantic segmentation masks as described in
Section 8; for street signs, the pre‐selection was obtained using the detection network
described in Section 7. These pre‐selected bounding boxes were then manually shortlisted to
get rid of false positives. In a commercial mapping operation, significantly more hand‐labelled
correction would be employed to further improve the quality and richness of the maps. For
pragmatic reasons, our maps were in the format of local “maps” of each location: a more
comprehensive approach might store a globally aligned single map representation.
The test data was obtained from a repeat traverse of the same route using only a subset of
images. This subset was obtained using the following criteria for the images from the repeat
traverse:
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there exists a reference image in the prior map within a range of 1 metre of the test
image GPS location,
an instance exists in the reference image (to remove frames with no traffic lights or
signs), and
the ground truth count for the test image and its reference image are the same (to
deal with ground truth discrepancies).
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In effect, this process is a means of filtering the results to only be for instances where the map
is known to be good quality and to contain non‐zero amounts of information, and when
vehicle localization is known to be performing well. A full autonomous vehicle solution would
not be able to make such assumptions: but for the purposes of evaluating the potential
benefits of prior maps, this approach is sufficient.

Fig. 57 – Methodology for improving object recognition using a prior map.

9.1. Methodology
We used a 2‐step process to locate the objects (traffic lights and traffic signs) in a test image
using the prior map images. For every test image, the prior map information is retrieved from
the corresponding reference image obtained through GPS. For a given pair of images,
Figure 57 shows the processing pipeline for improving traffic light recognition with the help
of bounding box detections from the prior map, displayed in yellow.
The bounding boxes projected on the test image are displayed in red. The matched pairs of
traffic lights are shown with their cosine distance (a metric determining how closely two
pieces of data match) displayed on the top‐left. The final set of matches after cosine distance
thresholding are shown at the end in green. For a qualitative comparison, the detection
output for the open loop system is displayed in magenta at the top‐right of Figure 57.
Object Representation
Any bounding box region in the test or reference image is represented with a deep‐learnt
patch descriptor. As the bounding boxes of the detected objects may not be perfect, we use
an expanded bounding box to describe the object. For this region of interest, we then use
NetVLAD [15] to create a 4096‐dimensional descriptor for each such detected object.
Object Matching
The bounding box detections from the reference image are first projected on to the test
image. As we are only considering the image pairs which are 1 metre apart in their GPS
locations, the bounding boxes are projected without any transformation (equivalent to an
identity transformation). A logical next step, not performed here, would be to estimate the
exact transformation with the help of relative pose transformation between the image pair
and pixel‐wise depth information.
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For each projected bounding box, a valid matching object is searched within the test image.
This search is performed along x and y axes using an offset of s pixels. s varies from 0 to 60%
of the width/height with a step size of 20% in both positive and negative directions of x and y
axis (these parameters were heuristically determined to yield good performance). For each
of these search boxes, an object descriptor is obtained and matched with the reference object
descriptor using cosine distance. The search box with the minimum cosine distance is
considered as a match for the given projection.
A match obtained for a projected bounding box is considered as the final match only if its
minimum cosine distance is less than a certain threshold (0.8 used for this study). The final
matches are then evaluated based on the ground truth count per image as described in
Section 7.
The prior map implementation described above places a heavy reliance on the prior map
being “perfect” – meaning that the resultant system can still miss some detections but cannot
have any false detections, unless a sign or traffic light has been removed since the map was
obtained (see Section 9.2.5). As a result, the total count of detections in the test image cannot
exceed the total number of predicted detections based on the prior map. However, a
detection in the test image can be missed if its matching value (cosine distance) with the
corresponding projection overshoots the defined threshold of 0.8 for this study (lower the
distance value, better the match). Setting this threshold to 1.0 (the maximum possible) would
mean all the detections in the test image are considered to be correct irrespective of their
quality of matching. This would imply a complete reliance on the prior map without requiring
any visual verification and is equivalent to assuming that the test image has the same number
of traffic lights or signs as its localized reference.
9.1.1. Traffic Light Detection
In the repeat traverse, comprising 6877 images, traffic lights were observed in 1411 images
spread across 6 different geographical regions. We used a subset of 253 images based on the
criteria described above to investigate the improvement in detection accuracy when using
the prior map. In Figure 58, it can be observed that false count can be drastically reduced with
the help of a prior map, without reducing the true count. Performance becomes near perfect,
with almost all the lights that should be detected being detected, and a very small number of
false positive detections. This process has some limitations of course, which are discussed
further in Section 9.2.
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Fig. 58 – Quantitative performance analysis for Traffic Light recognition using a prior
map.
Method Type

Decision Threshold

Total Occurrences

True Count

False Count

Without Prior Map

Area: 0 Pixels
Area: 1500 Pixels
Area: 4000 Pixels

699
699
699

699
614
445

2382
242
273

With Prior Map

Cosine Distance: 0.8

699

687

12

Table 12: Quantitative performance analysis for Traffic Light recognition with and
without a prior map.

9.1.2. Traffic Sign Detection
Out of 6877 images from the repeat traverse, traffic signs were observed in 1495 images
spread throughout the route. We used a subset of 252 images based on the criteria described
above to investigate the improvement in detection accuracy using the prior map. In Figure 59,
it can be observed that the open loop performance of traffic sign recognition, despite varying
the prediction thresholds (middle and bottom image), does not reach the levels of
performance of the closed loop system (top image). The false counts are reduced significantly
and the true counts are improved for all the traffic sign classes. Once again, with use of the
prior map, almost all the traffic signs that should be recognized are, with minimal erroneous
recognitions.
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Fig. 59 – Quantitative performance analysis for Traffic Sign recognition using a prior
map.
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The table below shows a comparison between true and false counts with and without the use
of prior maps. For the former, the values shown here correspond to the detection threshold
of 0.8 and prediction threshold of 0.99.
Traffic Sign

Total
Occurrences

40kmSpeedLimit
115
60kmSpeedLimit
19
70kmSpeedLimit
0
80kmSpeedLimit
1
GivewaySign
25
NoRightTurn
12
PedestrianCrossing 41
SpeedBump
39
Table 13: Quantitative
without a prior map.

True Count

False Count

Without
With Prior Without
Prior Map
Map
Prior Map
111
115
4
15
17
8
0
0
0
1
1
0
23
24
2
12
12
1
30
40
12
35
37
5
performance analysis for Traffic Sign recognition

With Prior
Map
0
2
0
0
2
0
4
2
with and

9.2. Limitations
In this subsection, we highlight the key limitations of the proposed method for using prior
map information.
9.2.1. Ground Truth Discrepancy
Case 1: Underestimated Count Due to Human Error
In Figure 60, a test (left) and reference (right) image pair is displayed along with two pairs of
object correspondences. In this case, the test image (left) ground truth count was set to 1 due
to human error. The reference image (left) ground truth count was set to 1 because the
underlying street sign detection network ‐ used for pre‐selecting the bounding box ground
truth ‐ did not detect one of the signs. The bottom row shows that the two signs from the test
image match with the same single reference sign with a very high confidence, that is, low
cosine distance. Hence, the correct estimated count of 2 signs does not match the (erroneous)
ground truth count of 1 and is deemed a false positive.
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Fig. 60 – Underestimated counting of objects using a prior map‐based approach.
While the exact process of acquiring and curating prior maps may vary between different
autonomous vehicle developers, this example highlights a key limitation of using prior maps:
they are only as good as the automated algorithms and humans labelling them.
9.2.2. Bounding Box Size
We used NetVLAD to obtain a descriptor for the expanded bounding box detections in the
test and reference images. NetVLAD is a recent (2018), very highly cited and frequently used
approach to localization (cited by 463 other researchers and practitioners) that is widely
regarded as a current benchmark for this task [15].
While any other patch description method can be used as a drop‐in replacement for NetVLAD,
one of the parameters that would require tuning is the bounding box size. We observed that
depending on the value of this parameter, the performance can vary slightly. In Figure 61, it
can be observed that a given pair of signs can have different cosine distance values depending
on their bounding box sizes (from left to right: 0.928, 0.477, and 0.588). A solution to this
problem could be based on the use of depth information (extracted from both the LIDAR
sensor and camera‐based depth estimation) for detecting objects in 3D with nearly perfect
bounding boxes. This solution would not work however for signage that is flush against a wall
or surface (as opposed to on the top of a pole standing in free space).
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Fig. 61 – The bounding box size of a detected object affects the matching performance
when using prior maps.
9.2.3. Occlusions
Using prior map‐based projected bounding boxes, it is challenging to detect the objects that
are occluded by other vehicles passing by. In Figure 62, it can be observed that the cosine
distance for matched object pairs is typically high (indicating no match) when they are
partially or fully occluded.

Fig. 62 – Partial or full occlusions can lead to undercounting of the objects despite using
prior maps.
Dealing with occlusions is a particularly challenging and long known problem [16], because it
requires the system to firstly realize that there is an occlusion in the first place, and then
determine the best way to deal with it – whether waiting for the occlusion to clear (if practical)
or relying more or less heavily on the prior map (depending on what is calculated to be the
most appropriate). It is most likely that improved approaches will involve both more
sophisticated scene understanding – using the cameras and vehicle’s onboard artificial
intelligence to understand what is happening, such as recognizing that there is a vehicle in
front of the sign), combined with prior maps indicating the layout of the signs and traffic lights
in the environment.
9.2.4. Identity Transformation with a Rotational Motion
In our experiments, we only used those test‐reference image pairs which were 1 metre apart
in their GPS locations. However, there was no constraint on the vehicle’s orientation at that
GPS location. Therefore, any rotational motion of the vehicle can violate the assumption of
an identity transformation between the image pair (and its corresponding bounding boxes).
In Figure 63, it can be observed that the projected bounding boxes (shown in red in the
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bottom image) are far from their expected pixel locations due to vehicle rotation while
making a right turn. Once again, a full solution would involve a more sophisticated
understanding of the geometry of the Zoe 1 car as well as other vehicles and the environment
around it.

Fig. 63 – Relative pose and depth information can further improve prior map‐based
object recognition.
9.2.5. Perfecting the ‘Prior Map’
In Figure 64, it can be observed that during the first, mapping run, one of the traffic lights is
occluded by the vehicles in the reference image (green boxes). During a later traverse of the
road, the traffic light is observable (yellow boxes). In this scenario, the occluded traffic light
does not becomes a part of the map, which can cause problems for map‐based systems.
Ideally, a prior map would need to be regularly updated as cars repeatedly traverse the
environment: this is a difficult problem that involves aspects of mapping, map maintenance,
reasoning and inference about the world.
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Fig. 64 – A prior map needs to be updated regularly to account for changes or objects
that were obscured during the initial mapping run.
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10. Line Marking Detection and Classification
10.1. Summary
Scope: lane‐keeping only, assessing whether state‐of‐the‐art technology can predict a path for
the car that successfully keeps it in the lane that the human driver then drove in.
Lane marking detection and recognition provides information about the ego‐lane (the lane in
which the vehicle is travelling) which can then be used to obtain a steering signal based on
the curvature of the lane. The proposed processing pipeline developed and evaluated here
performs lane marking detection, ego‐lane recognition, and heading (direction of motion)
estimation. The system’s performance is evaluated both qualitatively and quantitatively by
comparing the estimated heading with the manually obtained ground truth.

10.2. Processing Pipeline
10.2.1. Base system deployed
LaneNet [17], a state‐of‐the‐art deep‐learning based framework, is used as a baseline for
performing lane marking detection [18]. There are relatively few high performance, open
source, deployable and recent approaches to lane detection (especially compared with the
other competencies evaluated in this project). LaneNet is a recent (2018, 14 citations so far)
state‐of‐the‐art approach to lane detection from one of the world’s top computer vision
scientists Luc Van Gool (he has 102,672 citations, is a full professor at a top 10 university ETH
Zurich, and is head of the Toyota Research lab there).
LaneNet uses dense pixel‐wise segmentation of the input image to infer the pixel locations
that correspond to a lane while simultaneously discriminating between different instances of
the lane markings corresponding to multiple parallel lanes. This enables their proposed
system to detect variable number of lanes.
10.2.2. Modifications and Improvements
Though the baseline system performs instance‐wise lane marking detection, it does not
perform lane marking recognition in terms of a lane marking index with respect to the
vehicle’s current lane. The indexing is required to detect the ego‐lane and therefore an
estimate of the direction of motion.
Lane Marking Recognition
The instance segmentation part of the baseline system generates pixel embeddings that tend
to have a unique value for a particular lane marking instance. However, the clustering module
that segments the instances does not consider the unique values of these embeddings but
only their distance to other pixel embeddings.
We define a set of embedding values for 8 possible classes such that each of these values are
farthest apart from each other in the embedding space. These anchor embeddings are then
used to classify each of the pixel embeddings obtained from the instance segmentation. This
outcome is achieved by comparing a pixel embedding with all the anchor embeddings using
Euclidean distance, and assigning it to the anchor with the least distance value. As the anchor
embeddings are always fixed, a unique class ID can be obtained for any detected lane marking
instance for a given image. This process provides the lane markings for the ego‐lane.
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Heading Estimation
The ego‐lane markings recognized from the previous subsection are used to estimate the
direction of motion for the vehicle based on the curvature of the lane. For each of the
individual lane markings (out of two), we first perform a connected‐component analysis to
detect the largest segment and then fit a line on this segment. While only considering the
bottom‐third of the image, the end points and the mean coordinates of the fitted lines from
both the lane markings are used to estimate the direction of motion for the vehicle.
Sequential Filtering
The results obtained from single frame‐based heading estimation are further filtered
sequentially. For this purpose, we obtain the median of heading over a sequence of frames.
For the evaluation presented in this report, we used a sequence length of 5 and 10 frames
which corresponds to 1 and 2 seconds of image data, given the frame capture rate is 5 Hertz.
This process represents a simplified filtering scheme that is biased towards looking for
“straight ahead” movement based on lane markings, limiting its utility for sharp turns and
intersections. A full deployment system would use some form of probabilistic filter that also
takes into account other factors like the confidence values associated with per frame lane
detections and per detection instances.

10.3. Performance Assessment
10.3.1. Quantitative Results
We evaluate the lane marking detection and recognition performance in terms of deviation
of estimated heading from the actual direction of motion. The evaluation is performed only
on those image frames where the GPS‐based heading is less than 30 degrees, as described in
Section 6.4 – this is to focus on normal driving at speed as opposed to sharp low speed turns.
For each of the shortlisted frames, we calculate the heading using the detected pair of lane
markings. For lane‐based heading estimation, 0 degrees refers to continuing straight ahead
and is the desired outcome; any deviation on either left (negative) or right (positive) is
considered symmetric and therefore falls in one the 9 bins of heading values ranging from 0
to 90 degrees. For the GPS‐based ground truth heading, the same formulation applies, except
that angles can vary from ‐180 to 180 degrees (0 to 180 with absolute values). Figure 65
illustrates the convention used for measuring angles for lanes‐ and GPS‐based heading. The
absolute angular deviation for each of the shortlisted frames is calculated as absolute
difference between lane‐based (as calculated by the vision system) and the “oracle” or
ground truth GPS‐based heading values.
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Fig. 65: An illustration of angle measurements for GPS‐ and lane‐based (using the
computer vision system) heading estimation.
In the quantitative results presented below, for each of the routes, we present column graphs
showing the distribution of the error between the heading direction calculated using the lane‐
based computer vision system and the “oracle” or ground‐truth‐based head direction
calculated using GPS data. The horizontal axis shows 9 different bins from 0 to 90 degrees at
intervals of 10 degrees. The vertical axis (ordinate) depicts the percentage of images that fall
into a particular bin. The desirable outcome here is as large a percentage of images falling
into the leftmost bin, where the error between the correct and calculated heading is minimal.
Results are presented for both single frame‐based estimation and the sequential filtering‐
based method that combines information over multiple frames.
Across the various datasets, the majority of heading errors fall into the 0 – 10 degrees bin,
with a general trend towards better performance on highway‐type environments. Sequential
filtering also has a small improvement in the estimations, using a short sequence of 5 frames
over a second.
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Fig. 66 – Angular deviation of lane‐based heading from its ground truth for the Urban
Loop Rail Crossing Small Repeat.

Fig. 67 – Angular deviation of lane‐based heading from its ground truth for the Urban
Loop Rail Crossing Small Repeat 2.

Fig. 68 – Angular deviation of lane‐based heading from its ground truth for the Urban
Loop Rail Crossing.
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Fig. 69 – Angular deviation of lane‐based heading from its ground truth for Kilcoy.

Fig. 70 – Angular deviation of lane‐based heading from its ground truth for Fassifern
Repeat.

Fig. 71 – Angular deviation of lane‐based heading from its ground truth for the City Loop.
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Fig. 72 – Angular deviation of lane‐based heading from its ground truth for Stanmore.

Fig. 73 – Angular deviation of lane‐based heading from its ground truth for Fassifern.

Fig. 74 – Angular deviation of lane‐based heading from its ground truth for the City Loop
Night.
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Fig. 75 – Angular deviation of lane‐based heading from its ground truth for the Kilcoy
Night.

Fig. 76 – Angular deviation of lane‐based heading from its ground truth for Mt Coot‐tha
1.

Fig. 77 – Angular deviation of lane‐based heading from its ground truth for Mt Coot‐tha
2.
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Fig. 78 – Angular deviation of lane‐based heading from its ground truth for Mt Coot‐tha
3.

Fig. 79 – Angular deviation of lane‐based heading from its ground truth for Shailer Park
The table below shows a summary of results for the first bin (0‐10 degrees) of angular
deviation for all the traverses for both single frame‐based estimation and sequential filtering.
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Dataset Name
20190329_UrbanLoopRailCrossings_SmallRepeat
20190401_UrbanLoopRailCrossings_SmallRepeat_2
20190404_UrbanLoopRailCrossings
20190405_Kilcoy
20190411_Fassifern_Repeat
20190415_CityLoop
20190416_Stanmore
20190418_Fassifern
20190504_CityLoop_Night
20190507_Kilcoy_Night
20190513_MtCootha_1
20190513_MtCootha_2
20190513_MtCootha_3
20190520_ShailerPark

Single
Frame
73.27
51.36
76.6
90.76
90.2
75
77.48
91.25
70.74
91.63
56.52
55.58
77.75
83.7

Sequence
(5 frames)
77.31
54.38
80.37
93.38
92.06
78.25
79.96
93.12
75.22
93.81
57.49
57.45
79.17
84.83

Sequence
(10 frames)
79.55
55.61
82.33
94.61
92.86
79.75
80.76
94.04
77.08
94.64
58.04
57.45
79.87
85.52

Table 14: Percentage data per traverse with angular deviation of lane‐based heading
less than 10 degrees from its ground truth.
10.3.2. Qualitative Results
In this section we present qualitative results of interest. In the visualizations, the estimated
lane markings are coloured with blue, the estimated centre of the lane is represented with
cyan, and a green arrow represents the direction of travel calculated by the system (heading):
an exact vertical arrow implies zero error.
Case 1: Road Intersections
The method in its current form is unable to detect lanes that are either partially visible or
form very oblique angles with the camera when the vehicle is turning around (see Figure 80).
This is because the underlying lane detection network is trained to expect parallel set of lanes.
Lane keeping during intersections is expected to be significantly more challenging due to the
complexity of the intersection markings and the increased requirement for the car to
understand the intersection, both through its live systems and through use of existing
annotated maps, for example, semantic maps used by Lyft for autonomous navigation.
Furthermore, road topological information sources like Map Extended Messages (MAPEM) or
OpenStreetMaps could also be used to guide lane detection, especially when the vehicle
trajectory is pre‐planned. Depth information through the use of LIDAR could help in avoiding
false detections based on conformity of detected lanes to its expected width and orientation.
Such alternatives may provide sufficient for handling lane detection and motion planning at
intersections; otherwise changes to lane markings at such locations may be required.
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Fig. 80 ‐ Variations of lane markings at road intersections cause the current system to
fail.
Case 2: Camera Exposure

Fig. 81 – Poor auto‐exposure can sometimes lead to poor lane detection.
The camera exposure settings can adversely affect the system’s performance. In Figure 81, it
can be observed that the system fails to detect lanes correctly, although they were clearly
visible to the person driving the vehicle. This error was due to a temporary adjustment from
the camera’s auto exposure process. Auto exposure problems can be caused by sudden
transitions from very bright to very dark environments or vice versa (such as entering or
exiting a tunnel, see Figure 108): potential solutions include annotations that tell the system
to expect and pre‐emptive adjust for the transition, or multi‐camera solutions where each
camera is set to a different expected lighting level.
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Case 3: Other Road Markings
Different types of road markings like “arrow signs” and “pedestrian crossings”, as depicted in
Figure 82, can cause the system to fail, despite the presence (left) or absence (right) of the
actual lane markings. A possible cause is the underlying lane detection network being biased
towards fitting speculative lane marking lines to any form of white straight lines. This
limitation could be mitigated by training the system with negative exemplars (examples of
markings it should not interpret as lane markings) and by simultaneously learning to detect
both lanes and other types of markings on the road. Prior maps would also aid in road marking
performance, for example, the use of “HD spatial semantic maps” in Lyft’s autonomous
vehicle operations which comprises information related to lanes and crosswalks.
Furthermore, LIDAR point cloud information could also be used to infer the scene structure
and rule out lane detections that do not conform to ideal lane width/orientation.

Fig. 82 – Other road markings can be falsely detected as lanes if they are roughly
straight.
Case 4: Bright Reflections from the Road
The lane detection system is sensitive to variations in weather conditions. During sunny
conditions, roads tend to reflect very brightly as can be observed in Figure 83. As the lane
markings are white, similar to the color of a brightly reflected surfaces, it can be challenging
to visually detect low level (simple) edge features in the earlier layers of the CNN (the neural
network). It may be possible to use the returns from certain types of LIDAR or laser sensors
mounted on a vehicle to aid in detecting lane markings under challenging visual conditions.
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Fig. 83 ‐ Lane detection fails due to poor exposure of the bright reflections from the road
surface under very sunny conditions.
Case 5: Shadows on Roads
Shadows on the road surface can make it difficult for the lane detection system to
discriminate actual lane markings from visually similar shadow patterns. In Figure 84, it can
be observed that the system tends to fit the left lane (left blue line) on a straight set of bright
patches formed by the shadow patterns. There are some methods for removing shadows
from images [19] that could potentially be employed in this situation, and prior maps could
also inform the perception system of shadows (where the shadows are systematically
repeated every day, rather than randomly cast by a temporary object).

Fig. 84 – The lane detection system tends to overfit lanes on line‐like patterns of bright
patches caused by shadows.
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Case 6: No Lane Markings
The baseline method was originally trained to detect lanes even when there is a vehicle
occluding the lanes or when actual lane markings are not visible. Such detections become
possible because the system learns to implicitly estimate the geometry of the scene and the
relative positions of different lane markings. However, the system as trained is not perfect
and can fail to detect lanes, as shown in Figure 85.

Fig. 85 ‐ Lanes can be partially detected when no lane markings exist on the road.
Case 7: Lane Switching
In a practical autonomous driving scenario, the lane detection system would ideally be aware
that it is changing lanes based on having access to the higher level car behaviours. As can be
observed in Figure 86, while changing lanes, the lane detection system tends to ignore the
central lane markings (common to the two lanes). This illustrates the overfitting behaviour of
the underlying system, as it only expects the lanes to be oriented in a particular pattern,
irrespective of the actual lane width.

Fig. 86 – Lane detection system ignoring central lane markings while switching lanes.
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Case 8: Curved Roads
During sharp turns encountered in curved road sections, roundabouts and intersections, the
lane markings visible in the images do not comply well with the line‐fitting method used to
detect the heading (Figure 87). A higher‐order polynomial fit technique could potentially be
employed to improve the performance in such scenarios.

Fig. 87 ‐ Curved lane markings require higher‐order polynomial fitting.
Case 9: Water Trails on the Road
Due to the high reflectance of rainwater collected on the road, especially near where a lane
marking would be expected to be positioned, lanes could be falsely detected (Figure 88). In
this particular case, there is no side lane marking, meaning the water trail is the only candidate
for a potential lane marking, rather than being a competitor candidate to an existing
legitimate lane marking. A potential solution to this problem is to exploit information
regarding the lanes from a pre‐existing map obtained during a fine weather traverse.

Fig. 88 – Water trails can be mis‐detected as lanes due to their high reflectance.
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Frequency of Failure Cases:
Overall, it was observed that a majority of failures were of Case 1 (road intersections) and
Case 8 (curved roads) type. While the former occurred more in urban environment (City Loop
traversals), the latter depended on the road curvature which is of wavy nature for some
routes (Mt Coot‐tha traversals). Case 6 (no lane markings) type failure cases were observed
consistently in some parts of routes traversed, however, in many such cases lanes were still
detected in the absence of lane markings. The occurrence of rest of the failure cases, though
notable, was relatively uncommon.

10.4. Performance by Road Category and Conditions
In addition to the results presented above for individual traverses, Figures 98‐113 present
lane detection results sorted by road type, time of day and traffic conditions.
10.4.1. By Road Type
As also described in Section 3, the entire dataset was manually categorized into four road
types: Highway Rural, Major Highway, Main Road, and Other Roads. Performance is lowest
for the Other Road type; this is likely due to factors such as the higher frequency of
intersections (for example within CBD) where lane detection can be challenging (see Section
10.3.2: Case 1).

Fig. 89 – Angular deviation of lane‐based heading from its ground truth for the road
type: Highway Rural.
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Fig. 90 – Angular deviation of lane‐based heading from its ground truth for the road
type: Major Highway.

Fig. 91 – Angular deviation of lane‐based heading from its ground truth for the road
type: Main Road.

Fig. 92 – Angular deviation of lane‐based heading from its ground truth for the road
type: Other Road.
10.4.2. Day / Night
When splitting lane detection performance by day and night conditions, it can be observed
that lane detection performance is similar – unlike object recognition, lane detection does
not suffer a marked performance drop under night‐time conditions. As the part of the image
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considered for lane detection is reasonably and consistently illuminated by the vehicle’s own
headlights, detecting lanes under such lighting conditions is likely not as challenging as
detecting a traffic sign which is variably illuminated by vehicle’s headlights at night (see
Section 7.3.2: Case 4).

Fig. 93 – Angular deviation of lane‐based heading from its ground truth for the day‐time
data.

Fig. 94 – Angular deviation of lane‐based heading from its ground truth for the night‐
time data.
10.4.3. By Traffic Type
For Heavy and Light traffic types, the performance pattern was found to be similar, with no
major differences.
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Fig. 95 – Angular deviation of lane‐based heading from its ground truth for the traffic
type: Heavy.

Fig. 96 – Angular deviation of lane‐based heading from its ground truth for the traffic
type: Light.
The table below shows a summary of results for the first bin (0‐10 degrees) of angular
deviation for different road categories and conditions for both single frame based estimation
and sequential filtering.
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Road Type
Major_Highway
Highway_Rural
Main_Road
Other_Road

Single Frame
93.05
93.4
79.62
69.73

Sequence (5 frames)
93.8
95.9
82.42
73.39

Sequence (10 frames)
94.19
96.83
83.7
75.05

Time of day
Day
Night

83.05
85.47

85.42
88.33

86.49
89.46

Traffic Type
Heavy‐Traffic
Light‐Traffic

82.12
83.55

85.16
86.02

86.69
87.1

Table 15: Percentage of whole data for different road categories and conditions where
angular deviation of lane‐based heading was less than 10 degrees from its ground
truth.
10.5 Result Visualization over Trajectories: Quantitative and Qualitative
The following figures show examples of images with lane detection results visualized over one
of the route segments. The colour of a point in the plot indicates its estimated absolute
heading based on the lane detection system (note that this is different to the previous column
graphs which show the difference or error between the calculated steering angle and the
correct, ground‐truth‐based steering angle. The value corresponding to the colour is
displayed in the vertical colour bar next to the plot. A zoomed version from the route segment
is also shown to enable a closer examination of the variation of heading estimation. Three
example images from the zoomed part of the plot are displayed at the top of each figure, with
the estimated output plotted on top of those images.
Case 1: With and Without Lane Markings on the Road
In Figure 97, it can be observed that the performance of the lane detection system degrades
after the vehicle takes a right turn. This is because lane markings exist only for the vertical
section of the route segment but not the horizontal section, as can be seen from the example
images. With lane markings available, lane detection works quite well with estimated heading
estimation close to zero (blue) for the straight road. While the system attempts to fit lanes on
the road with no lane markings, the estimated heading is often erroneous.
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Fig. 97 – Lane detection performance degrades when there are no lane markings
present.
Case 2: Roadworks
Roadworks can cause the lane detection system to get confused as shown in Figure 98. It can
be observed that the traffic cones are placed in such a way that they form a temporary lane
overriding the existing lane markings. As the vehicle travels through this environment, the
lane detection system behaves randomly and attempts to fit the right lane line on different
regions of the road surface. A potential solution to non‐marked roads would be to train the
system explicitly on non‐marked roadways, with human annotation of the desired steering
direction.
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Fig. 98 – Roadworks can confuse the lane detection system.
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11. Camera‐based Positioning
11.1. Summary
Scope statement: evaluation of positioning technology using non‐GPS sensors (cameras
and/or LIDAR) to localize against a previous map.
Map‐based localization/positioning requires an existing map of the environment, which can
either be topological, typically comprising a collection of images, or metric, typically
comprising a dense point cloud. In this work, we explored the former where two traverses of
the same environment were used to create a reference (map) and query (the test run) image
database. We used and refined state‐of‐the‐art image‐retrieval based localization methods
mostly based on deep‐learning techniques, with GPS/INS information being used to evaluate
the system’s performance, as reported in the subsequent sections.

11.2. Processing Pipeline
11.2.1. Base system deployed
We use NetVLAD [15], a state‐of‐the‐art deep learning based image retrieval method for
localizing a query image given a reference image database. NetVLAD is trained on a large set
of images from different geographical locations to learn a high‐dimensional metric space
where the image data can then be accurately matched. For any given image, the method
produces a 4096‐dimensional descriptor (a “signature” representing the image) that can be
matched with any other image descriptor, using a comparison technique such as the cosine
distance.

11.3. Performance Assessment
The benchmarking was done against filtered ground truth GPS to provide the position error
metric reporting. For this purpose, six different pairs of routes were used where for each pair
one traverse was used as reference and the other one as query. For a given pair of traverses,
a GPS‐based initial prior estimate was first obtained in the form of a frame search list for each
of the frames in the query traverse. The frame search list for a given query image comprised
of all the frames from the reference traverse within a range of 50 metres from the query
image GPS location – in effect we are using the approximate GPS location to filter where the
more exact position estimate search is performed.
11.3.1. Quantitative Results
Localization accuracy is presented in Figures 99 ‐ 104, which report the localization error
histogram using 50 bins for error ranging from 1 to 50 meters, and show the localization
accuracy projected over the actual routes driven.
The localization performance was found to be generally high for most of the comparisons. For
the day versus night cases: City Loop and Kilcoy, there was a drop in performance. This is an
expected outcome for camera‐based localization systems due to strong appearance
variations between day and night images, leading to perceptual aliasing. One practical
solution is to use other sensory input like LIDAR (see Section 12.2 for LIDAR‐based localization
performance). It can also be observed that the performance drop is relatively high in the
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Kilcoy traverse compared to the City Loop traverse. This could be due to the environment‐
type: the Kilcoy data is mainly comprised of images from the Highway road category, where
unique visual landmarks occur less frequently as compared to the city‐like environment
where visual landmarks are abundant.

Fig. 99 ‐ Localization error histogram and its geographical distribution: Mapping run:
Urban Loop Rail Crossing: Test run: Urban Loop Rail Crossing Small Repeat.

Fig. 100 ‐ Localization error histogram and its geographical distribution. Mapping run:
Urban Loop Rail Crossing. Test run: Urban Loop Rail Crossing Small Repeat 2.
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Fig. 101 ‐ Localization error histogram and its geographical distribution. Mapping run:
Fassifern. Test run: Fassifern Repeat.

Fig. 102 ‐ Localization error histogram and its geographical distribution. Mapping run:
City Loop. Test run: City Loop Night.
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Fig. 103 ‐ Localization error histogram and its geographical distribution. Mapping run:
Mt Coot‐tha 1. Test run: Mt Coot‐tha 2.

Fig. 104 ‐ Localization error histogram and its geographical distribution. Mapping run:
Kilcoy. Test run: Kilcoy Night.
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11.3.2. Qualitative Results

Fig. 105 – Qualitative results ‐ four correctly matched pairs of images using the proposed
system. The reference images (obtained during the first mapping traverse of the road)
are shown on the left, with the query image (the image coming from Zoe 1’s camera
during a subsequent traverse) on the right.
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Fig. 106 ‐ Incorrectly associated pairs of images using the proposed system. For the
middle reference‐query pair, no true matching reference image existed in the reference
database for the query image (right image in middle row), therefore, the system falsely
associated it with the perceptually most similar image from the reference database.
However, for the top‐ and the bottom‐right query images, an incorrect place association
occurred, despite a true match existing in the reference database.

11.4. Comments and Discussion
11.4.1. Failure Cases
11.4.2. Case 1: Repetitive Environment
With repetitive visual patterns across a sequence of images, variations in scene appearance
tend to be quite limited. Therefore, it can be challenging to visually recognize a place distinctly
despite GPS‐based prior positioning. In Figure 107, it can be observed that the matched
(middle) and ground truth image (right) from the reference traverse appear to be very similar
although they are from locations 40 metres apart. Due to the repetitive nature of the
environment, for example, side walls, recognition performance can degrade. Sequence‐based
matching could potentially be used to improve performance in such cases [20].
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Fig. 107 ‐ The camera‐based localization system fails here due to repetitive visual
patterns in the images (middle and right). Images in order from left to right: Query (left),
Matched Reference (middle), and Ground Truth (right).
11.4.3. Case 2: Non‐uniform Lighting Variations

Fig. 108 ‐ Due to significant non‐uniform lighting variations both globally (day to night)
and spatially within the images (middle and right), recognizing places becomes
challenging. Images in order from left to right: Query, Matched Reference, and Ground
Truth.
One of the primary challenges for visual place recognition is non‐uniform lighting variations
between the matched pair of images. Matching images across day‐night conditions is a
practical example for such lighting variations. However, in Figure 108, it can be observed that
in addition to global lighting variations, there also exist significant spatial variations in
illumination in the pair of images (left and middle). In this case, the vehicle is exiting the
tunnel; a similar phenomenon occurs when the vehicle enters the tunnel. Though challenging
to observe in its raw format, the matched image chosen by the system (middle) and the
ground truth image (right) are separated by 30 metres in actuality.
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11.4.4. Case 3: Viewpoint‐Invariant Image Representations

Fig. 109 ‐ Viewpoint‐invariant or geometry‐free representations of images often lead to
false matches. In this case, although the matched output (middle) visually appears to be
similar to the query image (left), it is from a location 40 metres away from the correct,
ground truth location. Images in order from left to right: Query, Matched Reference, and
Ground Truth.
Existing state‐of‐the‐art visual place recognition methods use deep‐learnt image
embeddings for representing places. These representations typically have some viewpoint‐
invariance, that is, they encode the local patterns within the image irrespective of the
actual pixel location of such patterns. In Figure 109, it can be observed that the matched
image (middle) exhibits visual patterns similar to the query (left) and ground truth image
(right). However, the estimated match is from a location 40 metres from the correct,
ground truth location. In order to deal with such false outcomes, extra processing
techniques such as geometric verification could be employed to validate the matches.
11.4.5. Case 4: Motion Blur

Fig. 110 ‐ Motion blur due to a sharp turn at roundabout leads to significant degradation
of image quality (left) and therefore false place matches. Images in order from left to
right: Query, Matched Reference, and Ground Truth.
In Figure 110, the query image (left) was captured during a sharp turn at a roundabout in
low light conditions, leading to significant motion blur and therefore poor matching
performance. Additionally, the artificial lights on the trees at night make it even more
challenging to perform place recognition.
11.4.6. Case 5: Place Recognition vs Precise Metric Localization
The system based on NetVLAD solves the localization problem by performing visual place
recognition to retrieve the images most similar to the given query image, but does not
calculate the exact relative positioning between the reference image and the query image
(e.g. calculating that the query image was taken 0.23 metres backwards at a relative angle of
rotation of 5.4° to the matched reference image). A full positioning system would also attempt
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to calculate this relative pose between query and reference images, further improving the
performance of the system.
An example of this is shown in the mismatches in the figure above, where the bottommost
pair of images are matched by the system, which are in reality 60 metres apart. However, if
one looks closely, the yellow‐ and white‐colored buildings seen on the left and the right
respectively in the two images are actually the same buildings being viewed from two
locations 60 metres apart.
11.4.7. Case 6: GPS Drift – Night time data

Fig. 111 ‐ Due to some drift in GPS, the ground truth image was observed to be off by a
few metres whereas the visual place recognition system was able to correctly identify
the corresponding match (middle), despite significant variations in scene appearance.
Images in order from left to right: Query (left), Matched Reference (middle), and Ground
Truth (right).
For the majority of data, GPS based ground truth for camera‐based localization worked
well, as also observed during qualitative analysis. However, in some cases due to
temporary drift in the reported GPS position, inaccuracies were observed in the ground
truth (right) for the query images (left). In Figure 111, it can be observed that visual place
recognition is able to correctly match the images (middle) whereas the GPS‐based ground
truth (right) is off by several metres.
11.4.8. Case 7: Overpass and Parallel roads

Fig. 112 – Visual place recognition for overpass and parallel roads. Images in order from
left to right: Query (left), Matched Reference (middle), and Ground Truth (right).
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In Figure 112, the ground truth (right) for the query image (left) is incorrectly tagged to an
image from a close‐by roadway where the vehicle was travelling in the opposite direction.
However, the camera‐based localization system was able to correctly match the two images
(left and middle). Due to GPS drift, especially in the regions where multiple parallel and
overpass roads exist, it can be challenging to navigate with the help of GPS alone; in such
cases, visual (and LIDAR‐based) cues can be of potential use.

11.5. Future Improvements
Section 12 investigates LIDAR scan matching using techniques such as scan matching [21].
LIDAR‐based scan matching could be used to either refine camera‐based localization systems,
or independently by filtering the position estimates from scan matching and camera‐based
system. Within the visual realm, visual semantics can also be used to improve localization
performance. The state‐of‐the‐art scene semantic segmentation algorithms are capable of
segregating the image into different semantic categories which can be employed for
improving appearance‐based localization, for example, by masking the image regions that are
not useful for matching places [22] or by being incorporated into the matching pipeline [23].
There are a range of satellite imagery‐based localization techniques for combining
geospatially referenced images taken from aerial imagery with a car’s onboard camera
imagery to provide better localization estimates, optionally also using the car’s GPS and range
sensor data as well [24].
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12. LIDAR‐based Positioning
12.1. Summary
LIDAR localization involves attempting to match the current point cloud produced by the
LIDAR sensor to a LIDAR‐based map in order to estimate the vehicle’s position, via some form
of scan matching (e.g. iterative closest point). The map can either be 2D or 3D in structure,
and is generated by aligning consecutive point clouds and rejecting points that are outliers,
as well as performing loop closures. State‐of‐the‐art work rejects ephemeral objects (i.e.
vehicles and pedestrians) from the scene ensuring that the map only contains static points
such as buildings and signs. Naturally, even structural elements, such as buildings, will change
over time and this is an ongoing field of research called lifelong mapping. Due to this project’s
scope the generation of a full LIDAR point cloud map, as well as the removal of transient
objects from the map, was not feasible. Instead a snapshot based system was implemented.
This system was sufficient to capture the key elements of how a range‐based, rather than
camera‐based, positioning estimation system would perform.
12.1.1. Snapshot Based System
The LIDAR Localization system deployed is similar to the camera‐based localization system, in
that we use single frame snapshot based comparisons to determine the position of a query
frame. However, for LIDAR based systems a query frame consists of a point cloud and the
comparison technique, in this system, utilizes an algorithm known as Iterative Closest Point
(ICP) matching [25], see Figure 113 for an example.
ICP attempts to align two point clouds by iteratively estimating a transformation between the
two point clouds and removing outlying points. ICP is considered to be complete once a
minima has been found. Similarly, to the camera‐based localization system, we compare the
query frame to several reference frames within a given search radius and select the reference
frame with the lowest ICP score. Again, similarly to camera‐based localization we take the
position of the matched reference frame as the estimate for the query frame’s position.
However, it should be noted that the query frame’s position estimate could further be refined
by utilizing the transformation between the query point cloud and match reference point
cloud.
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Fig. 113 – LIDAR scans: Green Reference Point Cloud, White Query Point Cloud.

12.2. Performance Assessment
To evaluate the performance of the snapshot‐based LIDAR Localization system, we compare
a query point cloud to all reference clouds within a five metre radius using four of the
localization datasets (City Loop Night, Kilcoy Night, Fassifern Repeat and Mt Cootha 2). To
reduce the very intensive compute time, we only used every tenth query point cloud, which
represents a query point cloud approximately every second of actual travel time by Zoe 1.
12.2.1. Quantitative Results
LIDAR localization accuracy is presented in the following figures below. In the histogram plots
there are 50 bins between the range of 0 and 5 metres. As can be seen in the figures a
significant portion of the results are within 1 metre. These results could be further improved
by utilizing the transformation between the query point cloud and matched reference point
cloud. Please note, as specified in Section 6.3, only query frames that had at least one
reference frame within a metre were used; this is why there are “gaps” within the datasets.
The LIDAR localization shows impressive results, however there are some parts of the routes
where it performs poorly. Some of the largest localization errors occur in the City Loop route
(the red dot). However, these larger errors are most likely partially caused by the fact the loop
taken through the city was not exactly the same between traversals and that Zoe 1 travelled
in different lanes – where a full pose estimation system may have resulted in better results
since it could estimate the relative position of the vehicle across lanes.
We can see that the LIDAR localization performance is not affected by the day to night
transition, as expected, which is further supported by the Kilcoy localization results. The
Fassifern and Mt Cootha localization result again show the high accuracy of the LIDAR
localization system, with a very limited number of frames having an error of 5 metres. The
accuracy could likely be further improved if a full metric map was used, rather than the single
frame match technique utilized here.
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Fig. 114 ‐ LIDAR localization accuracy for the City Loop Night Dataset (Reference Map
was the City Loop Dataset).

Fig. 115 ‐ LIDAR localization accuracy for the Fassifern Repeat Dataset (Reference Map
was the Fassifern Dataset).
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Fig. 116 ‐ LIDAR localization accuracy for the Kilcoy Night Dataset (Reference Map was
the Kilcoy Dataset).

Fig. 117 ‐ LIDAR localization accuracy for the Mt Cootha 2 Dataset (Reference Map was
the Mt Cootha 1 Dataset).
12.2.2. Qualitative Results
Case 1: Transient Objects
Several of the higher error results were caused by transient objects which obscured more
static structural elements of a scene, leading to a “false” ICP match. Two such examples can
be seen in Figures 118 ‐ 119.
In Figure 118 we can see the query point cloud (white) has matched to the red reference cloud
when it should most likely have matched to the blue reference cloud. It likely matched to the
red reference cloud because the bus or truck is obscuring less of the background. The
obscuring objects result in there being a greater number of inlier points between the query
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and red reference point cloud than there is between the query and blue reference cloud and
so a better alignment, and hence lower ICP score, could be produced. This process could
potentially be improved through the use of a full point cloud map, rather than the snapshot
system used here, as well as through the removal of transient objects, such as vehicles and
pedestrians.
In Figure 119 we can observe that the query point cloud has unsuccessfully matched to a
reference point cloud further away than the ground truth reference point cloud due to
dynamic objects within the environment, mainly cars. Upon closer observation, it can be seen
that the matched reference frame is actually quite close to the ground truth reference frame,
and hence the query frame’s actual position. However, the matched reference frame is still
approximately 4 to 4.5 metres away from the query frame: not significant for global planning
but very significant for local, second by second control of the car.

Fig. 118 ‐ Unsuccessful LIDAR localization match caused by a bus or truck obscuring the
more reliable “static” background features.

Fig. 119 ‐ Unsuccessful LIDAR localization match caused by a dynamic objects (i.e. cars)
causing errors within the ICP algorithm.
Case 2: Map Changes
The second failure case was caused by a structural change and can be seen in Figure 120.
While, it may be considered a dynamic object, similar to the failure cases above, the following
case is also representative of what would occur if a building was demolished or scaffolding
removed (i.e. a lasting step change rather than temporary change in environmental
structure). In this failure case the gate to a construction site was open during the day but shut
during the night (highlighted by the green ellipses), resulting in an unsuccessful localization.
This challenge is a current research problem and lies within the field of lifelong mapping.
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Fig. 120 ‐ Unsuccessful LIDAR localization match caused by a structural change within
the environment; the gate was open then closed (green ellipses).
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13. Comparison to Contemporary Study AP‐R606‐19
Here we include a discussion and comparison to the relevant findings from the contemporary
AP‐R606‐19 study “Infrastructure changes to support Automated Vehicles on rural and
metropolitan highways and freeways”.
That report’s draft findings are shown within a box, followed by our discussion.
Freeways and highways are reasonably ready for safety assistance systems.
With reference to Section 10.4.1, it was found that lane detection performance was relatively
poor only for some sections of roads other than highways and freeways. This could be
attributed to two reasons: large number of intersections in a city‐like environment and a lack
of lane markings in rural areas. The former could potentially be addressed by using a more
sophisticated line detection system that can handle multiple lanes markings of varying styles
and curvatures, as the current system is not trained to do so. In the latter case, with reference
to Section 10.5: Case 1, it can be observed that the lane detection system is capable of
detecting lanes even when there are no lane markings on the road, although it is not perfect.
As the underlying system inherently learns the scene geometry, fine tuning the CNN could
further improve performance without having to modify the infrastructure, and enable access
to rural and unmarked roads for autonomous vehicles. We discuss this avenue of potential
work in Section 14.4.

13.1. Lines specifically
Increasing the use of edge lines will provide a clear benefit for both automated driving and
human drivers.
The Mobileye technology demonstrates that both edge lines and centre lines are required for
reliable lane departure warning operation (and likely CAV operation) even if the system is
capable of detecting other road edge types (which may be incorrectly interpreted as a line).
Without clearly delineated left and right boundaries of the lane, accurate lane positioning
may be difficult. Ensuring the presence of these lines has a clear benefit for ADAS, human and
automated driving.
Based on the road audit results, 88% of roads (mostly local) do not meet this criterion.
However, an estimated 88% of functional class 1 and 2 roads meet this condition.
The lane detection system appeared to force‐fit or visualize the presence of lane markings on
the sides of the road, even when there were degraded or no edge lines. This can be observed
in the qualitative examples from Section 10.3.2: Case 5, 6, and 9 and Section 10.5. Such
detection of lanes is mainly based on the scene geometry and scene structure (near the
edges) learnt implicitly by the system. While this approach works in many cases, it also leads
to false detections at times, for example, the water trails detected as lanes in Case 9.
Of the detected lines, a very large proportion are of an acceptable width and the width of
the line is likely to be less important than the overall contrast between the line and the
pavement.
The audit found that most detected lines are of medium (100–150 mm) width, and a
comparison of automatically calculated widths and manually measured widths indicated that
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width measurement is not particularly reliable or consistent. However, the real‐time results
and case‐studies show that in general terms, high width lines are 50% more likely to be
correctly identified and classified than are low width lines.
With reference to the qualitative examples in Section 10.3.2, it can be observed that the lane
detection system is sensitive to the contrast between the lane marking and its surrounding
pixel regions. Low or non‐existent contrast situations caused by external factors like
illumination and shadows can lead to missing detections, due to high brightness (Case 4) and
shadows (Case 5), and can also lead to false detections due to water trails (Case 9). However,
the lane width might not be a bottleneck for the performance as is evident in the correctly
estimated lane markings. For example, in Section 10.5: Case 2, the top‐right image shows that
the lane marking pixels are correctly detected even when the apparent lane marker width has
significantly decreased (due to camera perspective) near the centre of the image.
Overall line quality is an important factor in the detection of a line for lane positioning and
line width, and consistency seems less important.
Good contrast and visual separation between the line marking and the surrounding pavement
supports reliable detection by camera‐based systems. The Mobileye results suggest that high
contrast lines are three times as likely to be identified and classified correctly as are low
contrast lines, although the proportion of low contrast lines in the network is generally low.
While wider lines also contribute to better performance, it is also possible that the additional
line width assists by providing better overall line quality, which assists identification and
reliability.
As described in the previous text, the underlying system is sensitive to changes in lane
contrast, though not necessarily just due to the actual paint quality of the line but more likely
due to the external factors like illuminations and shadows.
Most roads have good or very good line consistency.
The audit found that line consistency was rated as high or medium in more than 95% of frames
across all functional classes, although there is a noticeable reduction in consistency in local
roads.
Given that the underlying system detects lanes at pixel level which are later fit to lines,
partially visible lane markings may not pose an intractable problem. However, significant
inconsistencies in the lane markings might lead to failures.
Road works and unusual circumstances, obstructions and variable lighting conditions all
greatly affect machine vision recognition performance.
The audit case studies showed that road works, temporary lane closures and unusual
circumstances in general caused significant problems for automated driving.
Where lighting is highly variable, such as alternating between bright sunlight and shadow,
vision system performance (particularly in the post‐processed system) was reduced.
Machine vision recognition performance is affected by variable lightning and weather
conditions. For example, as presented in Section 7 and 8, the traffic sign and traffic light
detection rates at night were below the day detection rates. This reduction in detection rate
was most likely caused by the decrease in ambient light, as well as the increase in visual
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distortion caused by multiple light sources as well as the effect of rain within the night city
loop dataset.
Section 10.5: Case 2 illustrated changes in lane detection performance as the vehicle passes
a roadworks section of the road. Due to the presence of traffic cones (semantically forming a
new lane for human drivers), the lane detection system became confused.
The real‐time collection system outperformed the post‐processing system despite
processing constraint differences.
Despite the superior processing resources of the post‐processing system and without time
constraints, the real time system outperformed the post‐processed system. This surprising
result is not a negative reflection on the Retina Visions system, but likely an indication on the
scale of R&D investment the Mobileye embedded vision system.
The validation found that as expected, the detection accuracy decreased significantly for both
methods as the road class increased (motorways and highways had higher accuracy rates than
local roads).
Our recommendation is therefore that future road audits are undertaken using the Mobileye
equipment rather than developing specific image processing software for the task; the
Mobileye is more reliable and is technologically consistent with other in‐vehicle technologies.
The overall performance of the baseline techniques developed here reflects these
observations. Once again, this is likely due to the very significant discrepancy in resourcing
applied to the problem: Mobileeye was purchased by Intel for approximately $15 billion USD
in 2017.
However, in this project we have been able to investigate the effect of utilizing prior maps,
showing that a radical improvement in performance is possible over the baseline systems:
this huge performance improvement is relevant both for custom systems (the one developed
here and the Retina Vision systems) but also for large scale commercial systems that don’t
currently use maps, such as the Mobileye system (at least as it was deployed in the AP‐R606‐
19 study).

13.2. Road signs
Electronic speed limit signs are incompatible with some cameras. The manual audit
indicated that the proportion of electronic speed signs is typically 5–15% of all speed signs
on level 1 roads.
Electronic speed signs have a very low detection rate in post‐processing, which is related to
incompatibilities between LED and camera frequencies (the sign contents are frequently
invisible to the camera). The Mobileye system performed much better on these types of signs
and may utilise a shutter speed more compatible with electronic signs.
The audit found that nearly all electronic speed signs are on class 1 and 2 roads. These roads
are where CAV operation is most likely. Our recommendation is that consideration be given
to the impact of these signs on some camera technologies, however, it is likely that
improvements in camera functionality and frame rates will eradicate this problem.
This project did not explicitly investigate electronic speed signs, but a small number were
encountered and here we can provide some technical commentary. To prevent aliasing
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effects on electronic speed signs the cameras would need to be set at a refresh rate twice as
high was the frequency of the electronic signs based on the Nyquist (Sampling) Theorem.
Similar to the commentary from the AP‐R606‐19 report, improvement in camera technologies
and processing power should result in electronic speed signs having no detrimental effect on
machine vision algorithms, assuming they have been trained to detect and recognize them.
We did perform some qualitative experimentation with different capture rates during dataset
acquisition, showing that it was possible to get good imagery of electronic road signs. We also
observed situations where digital signs involved multi‐second display routines: in these cases,
sampling would need to occur not only at a high enough frequency as per the above
discussion, but also over a long enough period of time to capture the full sign cycle.

Fig. 121 – Variations in camera parameters can significantly improve the visual capture
of digital road signs.
Signs are typically of high quality and readability although a significant amount were
obscured.
The audit found almost all signs were in good condition, however 3% of signs were at least
partially obscured from view and 1.5% were not readable (by a human viewing the images)
as a result. The highest proportions of unreadable signs occurred on functional class 1 and
functional class 2 roads.
While this project did not audit the quality of and readability of traffic signs directly, we did
notice that there were regularly occurring scenarios where signs were obscured. An example
of one such case is shown in the figure below.
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Fig. 122 – Poor street sign placement has resulted in the occlusion of the speed bump
sign.
The detection of road signs was achieved with a high accuracy and the condition of signs is
not critical for detection. The readability of signs is dependent on reasonable condition and
the sign being on the correct orientation.
Signs are easier to detect than lines, although false positives from advertising signs, signs for
different directions of travel and other surroundings occur regularly.
Similar to the stated finding, a number of qualitative examples from Section 7.3.2 indicate
that false or missed detections occur generally due to occlusions, orientation, and
environmental conditions.
Obscured signs from vegetation and surrounding objects are clearly a significant hinderance
to detection and recognition. Once detected, signs are typically read correctly, although
observations suggest that the Mobileye system may not be optimised for local sign types.
It is recommended that signs are checked for correct orientation and obscuration, and that
they are not visible to other directions of travel.
We note that the use of HD maps by CAV operation has the potential to significantly reduce
reliance on traffic sign detection (for posted speed limits), although consideration will need
to be given to temporary and new signage that may differ from the HD map.
With respect to obscuration, this project has similar findings to that of AP‐R606‐19. Once the
signs were detected, the classification of type was typically successful, especially in the case
of speed signs. However, the results additionally show that refining the classifier for
Australian street signs significantly improved performance. The usage of prior maps then
resulted in a further even more significant improvement in performance.
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13.3. Digital infrastructure
Digital infrastructure availability and suitability is likely to be sufficient for CAV operation
for operation on functional class 1, 2 and 3 roads.
The audit undertook a detailed analysis of cellular signal strengths, bands and carriers across
most of the Australian and New Zealand road networks. The audit found that across
functional class 1, 2, and 3 roads, more than 90% of road sections have high or medium
cellular diversity and availability.
Full coverage at all times is unlikely and so automated vehicles will need to be able to tolerate
some signal dropouts for small road sections. On that basis the conclusion is that in general
the infrastructure is adequate for most functional class 1, 2 and 3 roads in most areas, with
some specific exceptions (particularly in Tasmania and the ACT, where coverage may be of
concern).
Note that no consideration was given to cellular network data capacity and suitability for HD
map downloads, which could not be measured.
Although we did not directly investigate digital infrastructure issues, we note that given the
typical compute and storage deployed on autonomous vehicles currently being developed,
continuous live access is probably not required for map updates. The particular mapping
infrastructure scenario where live updates would be critical is “just occurred” changes in
infrastructure that are mapped by other autonomous vehicles and need to be communicated
to the entire fleet. Autonomous vehicle fleets will likely still upload some of their data to a
centralized storage and consolidation facility, but this will likely not be time critical and can
be performed opportunistically when in high bandwidth areas (such as if the car is parked at
home, at work or in a depot).
HD maps are not yet commercially available in Australia and New Zealand.
The project investigated the availability of HD maps in Australia and New Zealand and could
not find a map supplier that has a commercially available HD map.
The HD map data is compiled using existing map data, vision systems and LIDAR sensors. Many
map providers have undertaken large scale surveys to collect this data, but none have
processed the data into an HD map and made it available with any significant network
coverage.
However, HD maps are likely to be available in the near term and have the potential to reduce
the reliance on real‐time vision systems for CAV operation, while increasing the reliance on
cellular availability. The HD map will provide improved reliability and redundancy for
undetectable line markings and signs.
It is recommended that road authorities support mapping providers in providing up to date
map data and changed conditions for HD maps.
In this project we developed a mapping process that enabled us to investigate the
performance of several key autonomous vehicle competencies when using a prior map of the
environment. Performance generally improved radically over the non‐map based approach,
despite it being not as extensive or detailed as those likely being developed by the major
companies operating in this space. Developing sufficiently high resolution and annotated
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maps in Australia will require significant investment, whether from the private or public
sector or both.

13.4. Real‐time operation
The real‐time audit showed that lane departure warning availability (based on left and right
line detection confidence) is closely related to the road class.
In the surveyed functional class 1 roads, this function was available 98% of the time, whereas
in functional class 5 (local) roads this was available 12% of the time. If an arbitrary threshold
of 90% availability is assumed to dictate CAV operation suitability, then generally only
functional class 1 and 2 roads are currently suitable.
In its current form, the lane detection system developed in this project would behave in a
similar way to the above‐mentioned lane departure warning system. This would occur simply
due to the absence of parallel lanes on a given road type. If parallel lanes are present, the
system is able to detect all the lane markings. As we were only concerned with the vehicle
heading for this project, the underlying system was modified to only consider the ego‐lane.
Section 10.3.2: Case 7 shows an example of lane switching: the detection of lane markings in
this example shows that system can detect parallel lanes but would require further post‐
processing to enable lane departure warnings.
Another point of note is that only some of the systems developed in this project were capable
of operation at “real‐time” speeds e.g. deployment at real‐time, while others required
processing at a significant factor slower than real‐time on a high performance computing
cluster. Further optimisation (and possibly additional compute hardware commensurate with
what is deployed in modern autonomous vehicles) would be required to make all components
operate at real‐time speed, which was not required for the scope of this specific project.

13.5. Special conditions and lane changes
The audit found that lane discontinuities and changes in the number of lanes in the direction
of travel occurred at a very high rate.
The audit found that the incidence of lane addition and deletion occurs at a very high rate,
despite the audit excluding intersections and built up areas. Motorways and highways have
more discontinuities per kilometre than the other roads.
In most cases these events represent an abrupt change to the number of lines and lanes on
the road in the direction of travel. Lane guidance systems and automated vehicles will need
to manage these transition zones and lane changes, although some discontinuities such as
lane addition and changes will not present a problem for automated vehicles capable of lane
changes.
As also indicated in the previous comments, the lane detection system used for this project
was neither trained to detect lane markings at intersections nor modified to detect lanes
other than the ego‐lane (the system is however capable of detecting multiple parallel lanes
in its current form). We observed that discontinuities caused by intersections are a major
challenge for the technology.
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The audit tracked network special condition incidence rates across the road networks and
found that road construction contributed to the greatest number of disruption hours.
The audit tracked the rates and duration of accidents, construction, road closures, lane
restrictions, road hazards, disabled vehicles and other special circumstances that affect traffic
across the Australian and New Zealand road networks over a 75‐day period.
Road construction (hours) contributed to more than 98% of the total network disruption and
there were significant variations between regions, with Queensland and Western Australia
having lower disruption rates.
Not addressed in this project.

13.6. Process related
Post‐processed machine vision of road line assets is difficult to achieve at a high level of
accuracy without significant R&D investment. Lighting variability, obstructions and scene
variability are a challenge for vision‐based line recognition systems.
The audit showed that the development of machine vision systems that can cope with the
variability of real‐world situations that included lighting variability, kerbs, reflective guard
barriers and unexpected lane configurations is difficult.
The post‐processed vision system was outperformed by the Mobileye vision system, which
has had significant research and development investment and fine‐tuning for the task.
A similar set of challenges were observed for some of the state‐of‐the‐art recognition systems
used for this report. In particular, night‐time conditions consistently led to a performance
drop in sign recognition, as compared to their day‐time counterpart. Some other challenges
include light variability: bright reflections and shadows, auto‐exposure of cameras while
entering or exiting tunnels, and special conditions like roadworks. Nevertheless, in many
cases, the system did perform better than expected, for example, detecting lane markings at
night time on rural roads, detecting lane markings even when they were not marked on the
road or when they were occluded by vehicles, detecting traffic signs and lights from long
range, and localising at night time. Most significantly, the usage of prior maps resulted in very
large improvement in performance of the baseline systems.
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Figure 123 – Under night‐time conditions, lane detection performs better than other
camera‐based competencies due to the headlight‐based illumination of the proximal
road surface.
The Mobileye real‐time technology performed very well in a variety of different road
conditions for detecting lines.
The results showed that the Mobileye equipment operated well under a variety of conditions,
line widths, contrasts and accurately provided information about road lines. The equipment
also provides useful line quality information.
As shown in the above image, despite night‐time conditions, the system was generally able
to detect lanes markings correctly. This was particularly the case with lanes, but not other
competencies as the light falling from the vehicle’s headlights illuminates the lane well
enough to enable their detection, which is not the case with traffic signs. Due to camera
perspective, the perceived width of the lane can be very small for the segment of the lane
that is far from the camera. Qualitatively, there was no performance loss observed due to the
reduced thickness of such lane marking pixels in the image.
The Mobileye real‐time technology performed very well in a variety of different road
conditions for detecting signs, although a number of false positives were observed.
The audit results showed that the Mobileye equipment correctly detected and identified the
current number of road traffic signs in almost all cases. Electronic, obscured, adjacent road
and unusual signs were the main reasons for misidentification.
Not addressed in this project, but obscured, adjacent and unusual signs were also typical
failure cases observed here as well.
The measurement and assessment of lines is highly subjective, even for humans.
The audit observed that many assumptions need to be made about lines and positions within
image frames, and that for any given road position there is significant variability within the
area visible to the camera.
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All rating methods, including humans viewing the images, need to make significant
assumptions about where to assess a line in an image. Accordingly, future audits should be
undertaken on the assumption that line measurements such as width and contrast may not
be particularly consistent or accurate.
The learning‐based methods used in this project learn similar assumptions about the
expected positions of lane markings based on the training data, and exploit these assumptions
during deployment. This “expectation” of where lane markings will typically lie results in the
system having some success in projecting where lane markings would be (even when they are
not there) and in hallucinating lane markings through obscuring vehicles.
In developing a human annotation process to label the datasets, we did however encounter
several decision points that reflected this subjectivity theme: such labelling will likely need to
be controlled and regulated in order to generate consistent AV performance.

13.7. Other Comparison Commentary
Like the AP‐R606‐19 study, we also found that the detection systems detected signs that were
not necessarily meant to be relevant to the current road or lane the Zoe 1 car was travelling
in, as shown in Section 7.3.2 (sign on the other side of the highway) and Section 8.3.2 Case 1
(train track signal light detected as traffic light).
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14. General Commentary and Infrastructure
Recommendations
Here we provide commentary on the four key research questions investigated by this project,
recommendations resulting from the study’s findings with respect to infrastructure planning
for autonomous vehicles, additional general commentary, and propose some higher priority
areas for future investigation.

14.1. Insights into the Project’s Key Research Questions
14.1.1. State‐of‐the‐art technology performance
How well can state‐of‐the‐art computer vision and deep learning algorithms retrospectively
account for correct human‐level driving behaviour and decisions with respect to recognizing
and obeying road signage and road surface markings, and how and in what situations do
they fail to do so?
In this project we have taken the best and most up‐to‐date open source algorithms and
modified, trained and fine‐tuned them to work as well as possible for Australian roads and
conditions within the scope of the project.
We have found that the baseline traffic sign and traffic light detection algorithms (without
any modification or extra training) do not perform very well on Australian roads. The primary
reasons for this are likely the differences in the appearance (and categories) of some
Australian road signs and traffic lights and the challenges in getting techniques that have
primarily been developed in the research community and tested on research benchmark
datasets to work well in real‐world conditions.
Training the system for Australian conditions specifically resulted in a significant improvement
in performance, but only to a level that would be insufficient for safe autonomous operation
of a vehicle. The largest improvement was gained by using prior maps of the environment:
we implemented a method for gathering and utilizing previous maps of the environment for
the first time for Australian roads, resulting in a drastic improvement in performance.
In contrast to traffic sign and light detection, the line marking and localization techniques
appear to work quite well out of the box, with some moderate filtering and tuning for
Australian conditions (that any deploying company would be expected to do). By analysing
lane keeping situations where the driver drove within the lanes, we were able to show that a
lane detection algorithm could retrospectively explain the lane following behaviour with
reasonable reliability. Unlike previous studies, we found that there were not huge variations
in lane marking detection across different road types or conditions. Failure cases were mostly
caused by the limitations of our approach; first and foremost the relatively small amount of
training and development of the algorithms, and in not having techniques to deal with the
highly varied lane marking configurations at intersections.
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14.1.2. Infrastructure Effects
How will existing built and signed infrastructure affect the accurate (automation enabling
to a few centimetres precision) positioning capability of an automated vehicle?
We found that positioning systems based on cameras and LIDAR sensors performed quite well
in general, enabling the vehicle to locate itself accurately relative to a map of the environment
obtained on a previous traverse. Positioning performance was generally better in built up
environments due to the abundance of informative visual (or geometric) landmarks and
features.
Camera‐based localization worked well during daytime conditions but degraded at night, a
result which matches those found in the research community. LIDAR‐based localization
generally worked well across both day and night time conditions. It is likely that with the
availability of prior maps of the environment, a fused, camera‐ and laser‐based positioning
system will be able to provide adequate information under most conditions.
GPS was generally accurate but not reliable at all times, meaning it could not be used for low
level second‐to‐second control of the vehicle.
14.1.3. Infrastructure Improvements
What types of infrastructure improvements could address shortcomings identified in this
study?
Mapless Approaches: The mapless studies presented here have shown that performance at
tasks like sign and traffic light detection is far from perfect when there is no utilization of a
prior map. Poor performance results from both a lack of training of these machine learning‐
based systems for Australian conditions, and from the high variability in the visual appearance
of signs. The first limitation (lack of training for Australian conditions) can readily be addressed
as we have shown in this project, but is unlikely to yield sufficiently perfect performance for
autonomous driving. The second is more challenging to deal with using perception alone, and
usage of prior maps of the environment, as demonstrated here, is likely to be crucial.
If the use of prior maps is not a given, then steps will likely need to be taken to make detection
and recognition more reliable, that attempt to improve problem issues like sign variation,
obscuration and illumination.
Sign consolidation: The datasets gathered for this project contain examples of the need for
sign category consolidation: for example, two visually different signs of a pedestrian crossing
having the same semantic meaning, causing a potentially unnecessary extra load on the
processing capabilities of autonomous vehicles.
We also qualitatively encountered a range of “once‐off” signs which are problematic to deal
with (Figure 124), especially given they often require significant meaning interpretation by
the car’s onboard systems. In one particular case, meaning was interpretable across two
different signs, with no clear cues on how to combine the meaning. Detecting these signs is
likely relatively straightforward, but interpreting them would be difficult.
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Figure 124 – Once‐off and ad‐hoc signs could potentially cause problems for
autonomous vehicle perception systems.
14.1.4. Technology dependencies and projections
How will the answer to the above three questions change depending on the technology
solution deployed on the automated vehicle, with a primary focus on the spectrum of
possible range‐based (laser, radar) solutions versus primary vision‐based (MobilEye® for
example) solutions?
Within the limits of this project’s scope, we have found that a multi‐sensor solution is likely
going to be critical for autonomous vehicle competencies like positioning. Both camera and
LIDAR‐based localization technology independently work very well but not perfectly; their
fusion is likely to be needed to get closer to satisfactory performance for an autonomous
vehicle.
For the other competencies investigated: lane marker detection, sign and traffic light
detection, we used vision as the primary sensing modality. Only a small fraction of the failure
modes exhibited by the systems deployed would be potentially solvable by the use of other
sensing modalities like LIDAR – while LIDAR may detect a lane marker on the road in
conditions where the camera cannot visually detect it, missing or contradictory lane markings
are unlikely to be interpreted better by adding LIDAR alone. Challenging lighting conditions
(both dark and high dynamic range situations) will likely be solvable using better visual sensing
technology. It was observed from the lane detection study that the failures due to missing
lanes were relatively higher than those due to challenging lighting conditions, particularly
considering that lane detection worked reasonably well under night‐time conditions.
The key differentiator performance differentiator found in this work is the availability, quality
and subsequent usage of maps (referred to in some literature as “HD maps”) of the
environment to radically boost the performance of the vehicle’s perception‐related
competencies, especially with respect to static infrastructure. This finding then has a number
of implications for infrastructure that are discussed in the following section.

14.2. Additional Infrastructure Recommendations
Beyond the analysis and recommendations already discussed, here we add some more
suggestions based on the findings of this report.
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14.2.1. Change Management is Key for Map‐Based Approaches
In this work we have found that the single most critical contributor to improved performance
is the availability and use of prior maps of the environment. Using prior maps involves a
dependence on the data stored in those maps being correct: consequently dealing with
infrastructure changes in a timely manner is going to be critical to facilitating a map‐based
approach. This issue also applies when generating the initial map: as seen in Section 9.2.5,
obscuration and other issues during map acquisition can result in an incomplete or erroneous
map.
While the deployment of large fleets of autonomous vehicles from a single operator will go a
long way towards dealing with issues like temporary obscuration during mapping, it is likely
that such systems will still need to deal with changes such as roadworks, temporary removal
or addition of signs and so forth. Where these changes are logged or monitored by
organizations such as government, these changes could be flagged and logged with AV
operators in order to enhance the responsiveness of their mapping systems and map‐
dependent processes to these changes. While theoretically autonomous cars could “discover”
these changes for themselves while deployed, any reasonable measure like flagging changes
should probably be taken to remove the reliance on the autonomous technology performing
perfectly, especially in complex change‐based scenarios.
14.2.2. Missing versus Complex or Contradictory Infrastructure Situations
Much of the commentary around autonomous vehicles and infrastructure has revolved
around their ability to detect lane markings, and the potential issues with unmarked roads,
such as would be found in rural settings, or equivalently on roads when undergoing
roadworks.
In this project we have found that reasonable (but not perfect) line detection performance
can sometimes be achieved in the absence of lane markings, since the trained algorithms
learn where to expect lane markings. While some of the lane marking detection problems
were caused by lighting or other issues, our system was also confused in situations where
there were multiple or faded lane markings, and at intersections where the system was not
sufficiently trained to deal with the wide variety of lane marker configurations.
Many of these contradictory situations are likely to arise in transient situations caused by
roadworks or by changes in the configuration of an intersection (see Figure 125). Where these
changes are logged by the organization performing the change, this log data would be
invaluable to assist autonomous vehicles in navigating the changed environment, and in
updating the maps of that area. The exact details of the change are likely less important then
the overall flagging of the changed configuration: the specific AV system is likely to have some
form of remapping or map updating scheme that can be “made aware” that conditions have
changed in that area. Once again, as discussed in Section 14.2.1, change management is likely
going to be key.
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Figure 125 – Contradictory or conflicting line markings may be just as confusing as a
complete absence of lane markings for autonomous vehicles. These images were
captured manually.

14.3. General Commentary
14.3.1. Infrastructure is Not Always Observable
As seen in Figure 126 and in Figure 62, the Zoe 1 vehicle encountered a range of situations
where vehicles (especially large trucks) obscured parts of the scene. This obscuration affects
both the mapping process, but also operation of a vehicle. Because these situations occur
reasonably regularly, full autonomous vehicle operation is likely to critically rely on two key
capabilities: first, the availability of prior maps (and positioning information within those
maps), that inform the vehicle what signs or lights would be seen were the blocking vehicle
not present, and advanced inference techniques, that are able to infer what the autonomous
vehicle should do given context (e.g. stay parallel with the truck at speed), rather than relying
only through direct observation of lane markings.

Figure 126 – In heavy traffic there are regularly situations where observability of much
of the infrastructure is significantly obscured.
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14.3.2. Technology Assessments Need Careful Connection to Function
We observed a marked difference in the traffic sign detection performance between highway
type roads and local roads, but this differential needs to be examined in light of several
conflicting factors. Major highways are typically relatively straight and signs are theoretically
visible from long range, but for a typical autonomous vehicle system the signs at long range
occupy only a small fraction of the image and hence may be harder to detect. On local streets
signs may typically only appear at shorter ranges, making them easier to identify.
Speed limits are however typically higher on highways and so sign detection from longer
range is likely required. Consequently the performance thresholds for different types of
autonomous vehicle competencies should probably vary depending on the road type and
vehicle speeds, to reflect the change in functional requirements and risk profiles at different
times.
14.3.3. Different Types of Technology Assessments Can Vary Hugely in Difficulty
In conducting this project, we have learnt much about the practicalities of assessing new and
potentially transformative technologies. The difficulty of providing informed analysis varies
widely depending on the nature of the underlying topic being examined.
Non‐autonomous hardware: Developing a custom, non‐autonomous research car platform –
the Zoe 1 car – involved significant resources, an engineering team with significant experience
with field‐deployed platforms, sensing, and hardware in general, much back and forth with
vendors, insurance, clearance to drive on public roads, and repeated iteration to debug a
range of issues in order to produce a reliable dataset acquisition platform. This was a
significant but tractable investment of resources, and is once‐off: the platform is now
relatively mature and can be used relatively efficiently for future research and investigations.
Labelled training data: For evaluating technical competencies, one of the key difficulty factors
is related to the data required. To train or refine techniques designed to detect signs or other
objects within an image, ideally per pixel training data is required – that is, an accurate outline
of the object in question defined within the image. This is a very time consuming process,
even when algorithms are used to provide some assistance in speeding up the process, and
hence is typically only done at scale by very well resourced companies. Labelling whether an
object is present within an image, without saying exactly which pixels contain the image, is
significantly faster and hence more tractable with limited resources, and was the approach
taken here for traffic light and sign detection. These annotation concerns also come into play
when exploring techniques such as the use of prior maps – the prior maps need to be
annotated in order for them to be useful, and generally speaking the more sophisticated (and
time consuming) the annotation, the better.
Exploiting human drivers: The majority of driving concerns a car moving forward and staying
in its lane – a task that we have exploited in this project with respect to evaluating the
performance of lane marking detection algorithms. In effect, we are treating the human‐
driven Zoe 1 car as a pseudo‐autonomous car and evaluating whether the algorithms could
have generated the lane keeping behaviour exhibited by the human‐driven car. This process
is more difficult to exploit for more complex situations like intersections, where there is such
a huge variety of configurations at intersections (and also correct behaviours), and less data
available (lane‐based markings are almost continuous whereas cross‐road lines are rarer).
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14.3.4. There is a Lack of Publicly‐Available Australian‐Specific Training Data
One of the likely key requirements to make autonomous vehicle technology work optimally
in Australia will be the availability of large custom datasets gathered from Australian streets
that have been labelled in machine‐learning‐friendly ways (for example, precise outlines of
signs labelled on images) with respect to signage, street lights and so forth. There is currently
very little data at scale of this type available. This project will help contribute to addressing
this issue, but future initiatives and projects are at scale are likely to be required, whether
provided by industry, government or a combination of both.
14.3.5. Positioning is a Key Pillar for Multiple Competencies
In this project we evaluated the stand‐alone positioning performance of camera‐based
techniques and LIDAR‐based techniques. However, beyond enabling route planning from
Point A to Point B, this project has made significant use of positioning information in a number
of other ways.
Positioning information is crucial for prior map‐based approaches, enabling the autonomous
vehicle systems to position themselves within a map of the environment. This position
information then informs where in the map these systems search for relevant prior
information about signs and traffic lights, which it can then use to improve its detection and
recognition processes. Positioning information was also used to inform the lane marker
detection processes, providing information about the curvature of the road ahead.

14.4. Future Areas for Investigation
This project has generated insights into and experience with both the specific problem of how
autonomous vehicles may interact with static infrastructure, but also the broader challenge
of how to practically and effectively assess rapidly developing, state‐of‐the‐art technologies
and their potential impact for society. Based on that experience here as well as the current
autonomous vehicles context globally, here we make a number of recommendations for
potential areas of future research in this field.
In the course of this project we have developed a mature dataset gathering platform and
already gathered more than 1200 km of high fidelity camera, laser and positioning sensor
data from a single car platform. This platform and the data it gathers has a wide range of
potential usage cases motivated by both the findings of this study and general developments
in the autonomous vehicle community, some of which we discuss here. Much of these
suggested studies are motivated by the need for more specific, in depth investigations into
subsets of the areas investigated in this project, which developed more generalized
approaches to the competencies investigated for all road conditions.
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14.4.1. Rural Roads

Figure 127 – Unmarked rural roads represent a potential challenge for autonomous
vehicle technology, but a detailed characterization of the challenge and potential
solutions is currently lacking.
The bulk of current autonomous vehicle research is primarily commercial, and hence has a
general focus on autonomous driving in high revenue environments, which are typically roads
in and around cities. Autonomous vehicles are like any technology: they may enhance or
degrade equity and access issues – in this case, a key issue being access to autonomous vehicle
technology for people living in remote and rural areas.
The studies conducted in this project showed that while performance at autonomous vehicle
tasks like lane marker detection degraded on unmarked rural roads, the system (which was
trained to operate on all road forms rather than targeted at rural roads only) was capable at
times of expectation‐based placement of lines on the environment, based on where it had
learnt that lane markings are typically located. Other competencies like sign and traffic light
detection worked reasonably well in rural areas, and localization systems worked well but not
as well as in built up areas.
Because rural roads are unlikely to be a high priority for companies developing autonomous
vehicles, it would be particularly valuable to investigate in detail how well these technologies
could adapt to rural road conditions, focusing on the competencies where significant
performance differences have been observed between urban and rural environments: lane
marker detection (or more generally lane keeping ability) and localization. Key questions that
could be investigated could be:
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To what extent can existing autonomous vehicle sensing and artificial intelligence
technologies be adapted, modified and retrained to enable autonomous driving on
rural, unmarked roads,
What type and scale of data and annotation is required, and what infrastructure
augmentations are required if any,
Will there likely be a “one size fits all” solution, or specific implementations for rural
versus urban roads, and how will transitions be managed if so?
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Answering these questions will further inform key equity of access issues around autonomous
vehicle technologies, and provide government with an informed base from which to interact
with prospective autonomous vehicle operators.
14.4.2. Targeted Infrastructure Augmentation
While it may be possible to train autonomous vehicle systems to drive sufficiently well on
unmarked but otherwise normal rural roads, roads undergoing significant construction work
represent a more difficult challenge. Most autonomous vehicle solutions currently in
development are targeting no reliance on humans, which means hand‐off to a human driver
may not be feasible in such situations. To evaluate whether special cases such as significant
road work would benefit from infrastructure augmentation, the following questions could be
investigated:



To what extent can existing autonomous vehicle sensing and artificial intelligence
technologies be adapted, modified and retrained to enable autonomous driving on
roads undergoing construction without additional infrastructure modifications?
What changes if any are required to current road construction site marking
conventions for human‐operated vehicles, such as traffic cones, concrete barriers and
temporary lane markings? What additional infrastructure would enable autonomous
driving?

14.4.3. Change Management Processes
One of the primary challenges for autonomous vehicles is environmental change: changes in
signs, sign locations, lane markings, temporary road construction, road redevelopment,
proximal building changes and a range of other variations.
Change management will be particularly critical for enabling autonomous vehicles to operate
effectively, especially with respect to systems that rely on prior maps of the environment, as
discussed in Section 14.4.3. How change management could best be implemented in an era
of autonomous vehicles remains an open and important questions, and a project in this area
could investigate several key questions including:
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What spatio‐temporal autonomous vehicle fleet coverage is required to sufficiently
capture the range of typical environmental changes encountered on roads, such as
construction and lane closures?
How should change information from government or road operators be conveyed to
autonomous vehicle operators, with respect to timeliness, the amount and type of
information conveyed? Where should the responsibility for updating maps and other
system operations based on environmental change lie from a technological
perspective – for example, should road operators provide detailed imagery and
geometric maps of changes, or is a simple flag of a stretch of road that has changed
sufficient?
How can change best be flagged on‐road to autonomous vehicles – that is, through
additional signage and other notifications? What changes if any are required to
current signage conventions for human‐operated vehicles?
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14.4.4. Infrastructure Assessment and Inventory Management
Another major area of potential future investigation involves developing assessment
techniques that leverage the sensory data from autonomous vehicles. This assessment could
fulfil a wide range of roles that are currently manual, including:









inventory (and sometimes condition) assessment of assets including signage, lane
markers, poles, traffic lights and road barriers,
high fidelity mapping of cities from the ground, including details such as property
frontage, fencing, road camber and many other observable properties of the
environment surrounding the vehicle,
automatic change detection and monitoring of environments and assets over time,
comparison of automated or semi‐automated, vehicle‐based observation approaches
for various tasks, when compared with aerial or on‐foot observation techniques,
environmental characterization such as blind spot identification, danger spot
identification (“Black Spots”), parking spot utilization, and “soft” assessment like
greenness and visual appeal, with potential cross‐referencing to existing databases
and surveys,
automatic monitoring of road surface conditions and maintenance requirements
using modern deep learning techniques, potentially using cheaper equipment or
opportunistic monitoring through augmentation of existing vehicle fleets,
corner case detection: how often do “once off” infrastructure‐related corner cases
occur ‐ developing methods to assess the frequency of occurrence of corner cases like
once off unique or ad‐hoc traffic signs, line marking conflicts and obscuration of key
infrastructure like signs and traffic lights, that may critically affect autonomous vehicle
performance, and proposing methods to flag or deal with these anomalies,

14.4.5. Vehicle‐Based Traffic and Road‐User Assessment
During our extensive data collection, we observed a wide range of traffic conditions, driver,
pedestrian and cyclist behaviours and other incidents. While most traffic assessment is
performed using inbuilt road sensors and external rigidly mounted cameras, there is an
opportunity to also conduct assessment from a sensor‐carrying car (whether autonomous or
not). Analysis from this vantage point and with camera and LIDAR‐based sensors offers the
potential for complementary analysis of such phenomena and may offer unique insights not
available through other techniques. Analysis could include:
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automated assessment of driver behaviour of cars surrounding the vehicle, examining
characteristics such as braking and acceleration profiles, spacing distance, lane change
behaviour,
investigating how current and likely future state‐of‐the‐art sensing and artificial
intelligence technologies interact with vulnerable road users including pedestrians
and cyclists, including examinations of bias and explainability, and
more generally, traffic condition assessment.
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15. Dataset Sharing
One of the proposed project outcomes is a publicly accessible repository for the datasets
gathered during the project. We have been working with the QUT eResearch team to set up
an appropriate solution using Amazon Web Services (AWS). The proposed solution available
for this project would consist of a single webpage with appropriate branding, project
descriptions and funding acknowledgements, download links to the datasets, along with
descriptions of each dataset and instructions for accessing and processing the data.
The publicly accessible datasets will have faces and addresses automatically blurred for one
of the forward facing cameras, while the panoramic camera will be resolution reduced to a
quality that removes the ability to detect faces or addresses at a distance. The LIDAR data
does not contain any personally identifiable information.
The identifiable raw data is being retained on secure QUT storage that is not publicly available.

Fig. 128 – Example of an automatically blurred frame from the dataset.
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